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Characters and their Players 
 

As of 6/23/2021 
 
Annonciade Oliver (Kristy) Level 29. Thief who became a rogue scholar, studying up 
on breaking the world’s defenses and reviving the Old Gods. She became an Agent of 
the Balance, accessing their glyph magic, including a Breaking Sign that shatters 
enchantments—for a cost. She is accompanied by an animated book/crab, and a 
hypnotoad named Zhadum. 
 
Calendel Evenstar (Simon) Level 19. Elf who pacted to become a Silamosan dancer, 
manipulating shadows. He forms a hive mind of shifterflesh, along with Buddy, a 
former shadow who can merge with his form. His pet bat, Femur, accompanies him 
along with his shadow, Opportune. Calendel continues to explore themes of 
corrupting others and expanding his otherworldly investments. 

 
Kestrel (Shaun) Level 23. Fighter who used to be a bird, polymorphed to human, who 
wants to find a new way to fly. He is now captain of the whalemersible, an 
otherworldly submarine craft. 
 
Søren (Michael) Level 26. Known for using magic to charm enemies to force them to 
be disposable friends, he passed the Tests of the Tower and became an Arcanist. He 
has an Elven horned owl familiar, Swiftfell. His henchman, Kurzol, is a gruff sailor. 
 
Valdis Arden (Iris) Level 21. Fighter with a vow to revive Wyndolyn, demigoddess of 
tempests. Valdis is scarred with a lightning pattern. Her trusty companion is a 
shocker lizard, Ohm. She has bonded with a spectral otherworldly crew of refugees. 
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PLAY REPORTS 

 

Session One 

Death of the Necromancer 
 
May 17, 2019 
 
Setup 
 
During the ongoing war with the Slizardians, Annonciade was a skirmisher, Calendel 
was a translator and medic, and Kestrel was liberated from a wizard’s lab and gained 
fame by slaying a massive dinosaur that scarred him with its bite. Valdis stayed home 
and served as a mountain settlement’s champion defender. 
 
Calendel united the party as he was looking for help; a necromancer razed an elven 
settlement, and used customized death magic to raise a number of his kin as ghouls–
a fate that elves should not be vulnerable to suffering. He hunts the necromancer 
and his impossible magic, seeking vengeance and rest for his family. The neromancer 
has a specialized scroll of death magic called the “Word of Filestrian Sorrow.” A 
mysterious man in Elbow Creek offered to pay top coin for the scroll, and to keep it 
out of the hands of necromancers. 
 
The Ambush 
 
Closing in on the slower pack of undead in a grueling snowy high-altitude march, the 
company spots some strange halfling-sized nomads riding massive winter wolves 
finding the undead trail and following them. Deciding to keep their distance and let 
that play out, they witness an ambush as a pack of elven ghouls burrowed into the 
snow to waylay pursuers. 
 
Joining the fray, the company battles the graceful elven ghouls, evading their 
paralytic touch and side-stepping the winter wolf cold breath, defeating the undead 
then engaging in an uneasy parlay with the highland nomads. Calendel negotiated 
passage with the nomads, and a wolf breathed on them to mark them as permitted.  
 
They resumed the chase. 
 
Confrontation 
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They tried to outpace the undead before nightfall, when their powers would 
increase; Calendel managed to get close enough to fire an arrow with uncanny elven 
precision, slaying the necromancer (who was carried on the back of an armored 
undead) at long, long range. 
 
The company caught up now that the undead were not spurred to greater efforts, 
and in a brutal conflict they hacked down the elven ghouls and confronted the 
armored elites. Valdis was knocked down with savage blows to the face, but the 
company triumphed and Kestrel’s healing touch restored Valdis so she didn’t lose an 
eye. 
 
The company recovered the massive golden scroll of the Word of Filestrian Sorrow, 
and also got the necromancer’s spellbook. After a short overnight, they returned to 
Elbow Creek for drinks and recovery. 
 
Aftermath 
 
Valdis drank to ease the pain from a cracked face, and Annonciade picked the lock on 
the spellbook, and was cursed to be haunted by a ghost. The company funded her 
trip to a shrine of the Saints, where she was given a cleansing baptism to break the 
curse. They sold the scroll and were handsomely paid. 
 
 

Session Two 

The Lightning Vault, Part 1 

 

June 7, 2019 

Calendel, Valdis, Annonciade, and Kestrel were in Elbow Creek for about a week and 
a half, and the new caravan came in with supplies; the wagons were unloaded in the 
driving rain as the characters looked on from the bustling beer tent. Søren the wizard 
(Michael) came in with the caravan as well as a batch of rogues and henchmen. Since 
the party was considering a raid on a bandit lair, they wanted a wizard, and Søren 
was hired on. 

Annonciade had spread around some coin and gathered rumors on a place that used 
to be a temple, guarded by templar, called the Lightning Vault. It was rumored to 
have some grand treasure or a region-scale curse locked away below the temple, 
accounts are confused on the matter. Anyway, a bandit leader named Tolfree was 
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rumored to have set up there, gathering hill people as skirmishers and preying on 
settlements all across the mountains. 

Tolfree hit a number of settlements on his way to the area, and one was Broadlawn, 
home of Meddler the Wizard based in Eclipse Tower. Meddler trained Søren. When 
Tolfree blew through, not only was the town wiped out, its defender Meddler was 
also killed. Søren was hunting the bandit who did this to his mentor and friends. 

To the Lightning Vault 

A crazed old woman named Lady had a flock of sheep and goats, and she ranted 
about how the storm was portentous and full of fate. The party asked her to guide 
them up the mountain trails to the Lightning Vault, and she agreed.  

A very large black sheep named Woolly Bah turned out to be the real herder, and 
Lady was more a member of Woolly Bah’s flock than his owner. Annonciade 
befriended the regal sheep, and they followed an ancient secret road up into the 
lower mountains, passing the occasional shrine. Woolly Bah compelled all of his flock 
but Lady to wait in a valley before taking the party to a ridge overlooking the 
secretive entrance to the temple, with a camp of a dozen hill people in front of it. 

Annonciade scouted the site, and also discovered there were two hunting parties of a 
half a dozen hillfolk each that were out in the woods right now. She took the news 
back, and Calendel observed arrow slits flanking the door in; they decided to wipe 
out the scouts and look for a back entrance. 

Ambush and Infiltration 

The party caught up with the first fast moving skirmish hunting pack and took them 
out with an opening flurry of ranged magic followed up by charging stabs. Relocating, 
they fell upon another pack and blew through five of the six in seconds, inspiring the 
last one to surrender. 

Søren interrogated him, determining he was of low standing in the group and not 
even allowed in the temple. The leader, Tolfree, was immune to knife wounds and 
prayed to some weird god, and had a slave that intimidated Frank and had some 
strange power or agenda. 
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Frank was at Broadlawn, and Søren put him under a spell so Frank would accept 
danger to defend him. They didn’t like Frank’s idea of trying to get smuggled in under 
a tarp on a cart, so they searched the hilltop for a back door. 

Calendel’s elf senses picked up on a chimney from inside the temple, and Annonciade 
figured out how to open its grating. Calendel climbed down headfirst, followed by 
Kestrel, and the light-footed adventurers popped out of the bottom of the chimney, 
killing the big cook as she was beating a server to death with a ladle. The others 
managed to get down the hot chimney more or less intact (Frank fell, banging his 
head and landing in the fire, and Kestrel pulled him back from the brink using his 
medical skill.)  

Slaying Commenced 

Hillfolk in the large chamber beyond noticed something was awry, but before they 
could react Calendel was firing arrows through them; a grand battle followed, and 
the party dropped the hillfolk and also rushed to slam and bar the big doors sealing 
off the rooms with arrow slits flanking the entrance and the entrance itself. Now the 
only way to go was further in, and as reinforcements charged past the concealed pit 
trap, they managed to drop Calendel before being mowed down. 

An uneasy standoff resulted as the hillfolk doused the lights further in, and Kestrel 
got Calendel back on his feet. (TO BE CONTINUED…) 

 

Session Three 

The Lightning Vault, Part 2 
 
June 14, 2019 
 
The adventurers threw torches and fired a magically illuminated arrow into the 
darkness to get a sense of what stood against them; on the other side of the pit trap, 
barricades with hill folk defending them, and behind that a tall menacing cloaked 
figure with a massive sword and bodyguards. 
 
Arrows and magical bolts paved the way for the fighters, who ran one down each 
side of the pit, assaulting the barricade and chopping through the hill folk. Calendel 
and Søren combined fire on the leader, taking him out from a distance. The battle 
was over for the moment. 
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Exploring 
 
The massive shrine chamber had a carpentry workshop and piled lumber, and 
restorative work on a mural that appeared to be a many-headed dragon triumphant, 
bursting through the crust of the world like a lava plume. The frontspiece had a 
prayer, something about sacrifice and lightning. It had been covered over with 
artwork and was being restored. 
 
Frank wasn’t impressed by the leader’s corpse; apparently Tolfree had been 
decapitated, slowly tortured to death, corpse burned, and buried alive, but he always 
came back and killed the ones who killed him, then reasserted himself. Valdis lopped 
the corpses head off, and embedded the sword in the body of the dragon mural.  
 
Calendel took the head, nicknamed it ‘Alice’, and tucked it under his arm to carry 
around. The corpse itself radiated a glittery magical energy to Søren’s magesight, 
because the corpse’s “death” was missing so it could not truly end. 
 
The Girlfriend 
 
The adventurers checked a side chamber to find Tolfree’s personal space, with a 
sultry girlfriend in a pile of bedding. She rhapsodized about Tolfree’s skills as a lover, 
and was casual about his severed head; he’d be back. He promised to bring her back 
if she died, but she wasn’t sure she believed he would. Interrogated about his other 
special abilities, and how she entered the picture, she told them she was a friend to 
wizards and she had been traded to Tolfree in a complex series of games of chance 
involving trading spells among other esoteric prizes, and they since became 
affectionate as well as intimate. Søren threw a dagger into her face, killing her. 
 
The adventurers rifled the room, finding barrel lamps and some supplies and several 
folios of artwork. Tolfree also scribbled some about his prayers and back story in 
between sketches planning out the mural under construction in the next room. 
 
Traps, Threats, Rituals 
 
The adventurers continued exploring, finding another store room, and a hallway 
down some stairs. A complex metal door had defiant mystical glyphs that were 
enchanted to prevent the incorporeal from passing through, and the door’s complex 
defenses included pockets of acid and magical traps; Annonciate recommended 
bypassing it, so they left the cold door alone. Then she found traps on every other 
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step on the next flight down; they collected ambient energy, then shocked anyone 
touching them. There were charred corpses at the bottom of the staircase. 
 
They found a curve in the corridor with glyphs built around it, glowing; it was clearly 
a barrier, and it appeared that the glyphs fed the energy to the “Fifth Head” 
presumably of the dragon figure. Calendel checked in this Big Book of Etiquette, and 
found that the Fifth Head devoured magical sacrifices and energy death in one of the 
obscure passages in giving gifts to draconians. 
 
The adventurers went upstairs and found a not-quite-dead hill man, dragging him 
downstairs and tossing him through the warding; he was disintegrated, only a skull 
remained. But that shorted out the barrier, and they strolled through. 
 
At the bend, they found a ritual chamber that had seen recent use, with a ring of 
black liquid and a chalice in the center, runes indicating it was a communication place 
that crossed barriers between things. 
 
The Lightning Vault Door 
 
They left the ritual chamber alone, continuing down a hallway scored with 
increasingly complex inlaid scoring like lightning strikes. At the end of a very long 
hallway, they found a complicated interdimensionally defended vault door–this 
would likely be the Lightning Vault. The complex door’s center was a diamond-
shaped open dragon mouth pointed down the hallway. 
 
Concerned that tampering with it might fill the long hallway with no cover with some 
sort of lethal reaction, they withdrew. At the same time, Tolfree’s head dissolved to 
sand–he was probably reconstituted. They retreated back upstairs, noting the sword 
and his corpse were missing, and the door to the outside had been opened, with a 
fire built just outside to ruin night vision and illuminate their shadowy movements 
inside. 
 
A New Alliance 
 
Calendel agree to parlay with Tolfree, coming out without his bow to meet the 
unarmed (and apparently unkillable) man. Tolfree suggested they work together; 
both wanted to get into the Lightning Vault. Tolfree wanted his death, which he had 
been assured waited within. They could have the treasure, which was also a region-
scale weapon. They could use it, keep it out of the wrong hands, whatever; he didn’t 
care. 
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Calendel took the deal back to the others, who agreed to at least hear Tolfree out 
(understanding that they definitely planned to betray him, and in no way trusted 
him.) 
 
Tolfree told them he needed to secure the Lightning Vault, and get divine energy of 
the right kind that could be channeled into the door, that was the only thing that 
would open it. He was going to go down the Spine Coast or to the city of Shadelport 
to pursue the lore needed to acquire such a thing, but if they would work with him, 
he could use the thirty or so hillfolk he had left and defend the site quietly (instead of 
aggressively recruiting, as was his plan) and they could get lore. 
 
If they promised to bring him enough books to do research within 1 month, and 
some divine energy within 6 months (by winter solstice), he would consider them 
partners and let them go. They agreed. He gave them a war chest of a pouch full of 
sapphires and diamonds as a war chest, about 10,000 gold. They celebrated together, 
sharing venison and other foraged food with the hill people. 
 
Attention to Backstory 
 
Søren was unmoved by this new alliance, furious with the people who destroyed his 
village and killed his mentor, and a momentary alliance changed none of that. He 
kept to himself, only Frank bringing him food and trying to keep him company. He 
left Frank to keep an eye on the hill people in his absence, knowing that in the 
meantime the friendship enchantment would wear off and leave him feeling soiled. 
 
Valdis talked more with Tolfree, finding that he had been ritualistically slain and 
mummified for offending followers of Zomok, one of the pre-Saints gods–the most 
powerful of them. Zomok had no independent power, but could turn a wish into 
reality, as a god of the crossroads and dark bargains. He gave supplicants what they 
wished for, and then they were sorry; his whole conceptual and frame was based on 
the idea that people want the wrong things, and if they all got their wishes it would 
destroy everything worthwhile in the world. The frustrations, checks, balances, and 
limitations of the thinking peoples were profoundly important, and he was the 
consequence when they were defeated. 
 
As an example, three hundred years after he was condemned to an ever-wakeful 
entombment (exactly what his murderers wanted), he was released and he spent 
four years hunting down the ancestors of those who cursed him, destroying them 
(and making their tribes sorry). Then he started this quest, to end his immortal 
suffering. 
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Valdis was scarred by lightning at the same moment Tolfree was released five years 
ago. Tolfree suggested perhaps their fates were entwined, perhaps Valdis had to 
have something burned out of her to make space for carrying that divine spark that 
could open the Lightning Vault. 
 
Tolfree also explained he was trying to research what demigod was mixed up in this; 
he suggested it was a child of Zomok and another god, focused on lightning. He was 
trying to find out more so he could properly target a quest to acquire the needed 
energy and open the Lightning Vault. That was the research he meant to conduct. 
 
Noticing Valdis admired his bright-bladed centuries old sword, Tolfree offered it to 
her; she initially was thrilled, but decided it would draw too much attention (6 foot 
long total, 4 feet of blade) and declined the gift. She also declined his advances. 
 
Annonciade also inquired around and found Mandy the lamb, who was going to be a 
pet for a hill man’s daughter; but they killed that hill man with an elven arrow to the 
face, and survivors were fine with her taking the lamb. Wooly Bah was very satisfied 
to see the young thing, adopting Mandy at once. 
 
Onward with Dark Purpose 
 
The next morning, the adventurers headed out, none the worse for wear. Their 
objective was Shadelport. They spent some coin and preparation to head towards 
that major city, to acquire research material and pin down some next steps to pursue 
the cosmic spark. 
 
Somehow, in the shadow of Zomok, the adventurers sensed that they would get 
exactly what they wanted. 
 
 

Session Four 

Shrine of the Drowned Priests 
 
June 21, 2019 
 
They booked passage on the Sea Coffin, an experimental submersible that failed and 
had the top ripped off, captained by Billick, a sad sailor who heard the song of a siren 
and can never again be happy. 
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Before they left they bought sea travel comfort kits with hammocks, snacks, pest 
repellent, and so on. They also met a vendor in Elbow Creek selling magical frogs 
from a handcart; Kestrel bought a curse-eating frog and Calendel bought an iFrog 
that could learn and repeat music. 
 
The iFrog was such a hit on the voyage (it knew a song from its drowning pool where 
it was spawned, about bodies hitting the floor, and the orc crew LOVED it) Calendel 
let the captain buy the frog off him. Kestrel managed to keep his frog away from the 
captain; if it ate his curse, it would perish. 
 
Welcome to Skullport 
 
As they sailed up to the vast and wicked city, they saw Drowned Priests execute a 
row of people chained together, pushing them into the water. Taking in the massive 
engineering feat of King’s Bridge, twelve stories tall and a mile wide, they made 
landfall before passing Gibbet Bridge. The other sights and smells of the urban 
landscape were stunning, but Annonciade, Kestrel, and Calendel had been through 
the city before during their time in the military. Valdis had passed through once or 
twice while searching for the old gods. Only Søren was new to the breathtaking 
spectacle of deeply piled civilization. 
 
Since they were looking for lore on the old gods, they moved through the Merchant 
District and the trader’s ward. They were denied service in the Legless Seagull pub 
because they had an elf with them, but on the way out they invited the hapless 
starving minstrel named Cedric to accompany them. They went to the Saucy Elf, a 
garret loft pub with delusions of elfin refinement. Cedric played the harp for them 
and they got a poor person’s version of very fancy food, as well as a recommendation 
from Kestrel that the Black Finger was a great place for steak (since fancy food is 
notoriously unsatisfying.) 
 
Checking Out a Book 
 
They went up to the University District, squeaking through the closing gates as the 
orcs hauled them shut for dusk. Picking a bookstore at random, they met Jingles the 
Pointless Cat and his owner, a thin old fellow delighted by the accent of the elf, who 
apparently ran an entire shop of “romance novels” flavored towards various lores. 
 
Annonciade had contacts in the city, and she knew of a literal and figurative 
underground bookstore, a sprawling subbasement that could only be reached 
through secret entrances in other establishments, called the Oubliette. 
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One entrance was through a trashy bookstore catering to particular tastes, staffed by 
a hefty boar-headed man who grunted “We don’t judge” every time the door 
opened. Going through to the back, she gained access to the Oubliette, where they 
met Jannara, a cobweb-haired pale woman in black robes. The Oubliette seemed to 
mix books, wine, and catacombs in an unsavory underground sprawl. 
 
They asked for lore on Zomok and his children, an upsetting request. Annonciade also 
made the point they were looking for a Book of Power, if such a thing was possible.  
 
Jannara’s terms for giving them an opportunity to buy a book of Power–finish a ritual 
connecting to the fey realm. They were not sure what the ritual’s finish would look 
like, and they didn’t want to take the risk. It needed an ounce of unicorn horn and a 
competent casting to finish. They agreed. 
 
Price of Entry 
 
Arden guarded Søren while he studied up on the spell, and he discovered the spell 
was an invocation to a fey aspect of Zomok; someone wished to open the way, and 
while it certainly would have worked for them, it probably didn’t end well for that 
poor soul. 
 
Calendel had a naughty romp with Jannara under a sound-suppressing stuffed 
trapper corpse mounted on the ceiling, and discovered she had hidden tattoos that 
only appeared when she was excited; the biggest was glyphs of Silamos, one of the 
old gods. Afterwards she gave him a silver ring with a big black stone, of elven make. 
Annonciade and Kestrel returned to the city streets to buy an ounce of powdered 
unicorn horn. They found a goblin vendor selling bags with a pinch of dragon spleen 
named Short. Kestrel agreed to buy a pinch, so Short took them to his sister Herbert, 
who was in a ruined foundation selling alchemical ingredients. The best ones were 
hidden in a hole in the wall, guarded by something ill-tempered. They agreed on a 
price after some haggling, and then returned with the needed component. 
 
Søren cast the spell, and it went off without a hitch, turning a mushroom cap inside 
out and summoning a tiny bright fairy that Jannara caught in a jar. Satisfied by their 
efforts, she opened the chest of a massive suit of armor, and inside was yet another 
staircase going down. 
 
Dark Books 
 
They entered a reading room with a wrought iron stand and two blue magical lights, 
an eight sided room with six passages out. They had a half hour to complete their 
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business. Jannara brought them a book that was the compiled notes of a thief who 
planned an elaborate heist to steal from the Drowned Priests; they had a fantastic 
collection of Zomokite lore. 
 
That wasn’t enough. They wanted to see if there was a Book of Power also. 
Reluctantly, she brought them a small journal bound in shadow burrick leather and 
silver. They bought it for 500 gold and acceptance of being the bearer of such a book, 
and Calendel pocketed it. 
 
As they were leaving, Kestrel swapped his powdered spleen with Jannara for a sachet 
of tea that would let him calm down or summon the dead, and speak with the 
remains for about ten minutes. 
 
Shelter and Planning 
 
Cedric recommended a great squatter’s place nearby, the gang living there had been 
rounded up by the guards, evicted for gentrification of the building. They broke in 
easily, and investigated the shuffling upstairs; it was a vulture making a nest, and 
they shrugged and left it alone. 
 
Søren copied a spell from Calendel’s book to his own while Calendel studied the new 
Book of Power, the Farasell Clan Bargains. It was a record by Algor, the “family 
lawyer” of the clan, noting how each patriarch had made a deal with Zomok. The first 
one wished to be a pirate king, and ended up part of the spearhead that took 
Skullport for human (mainly pirate) control a thousand years ago. The second 
patriarch wished for a way to seal the ancient horrors of the city away. And so on.  
 
Calendel heard the whispers of Algor, inviting him to add his own entry, or at least 
accept the book’s burden to better understand the ways of Zomok. He considered it. 
 
Valdis stood guard while Kestrel and Annonciade pored over the detailed notes of 
the heist the hapless criminal planned, to rob the Crush Depth Shrine of the Drowned 
Priests on the waterfront. The central shaft of the shrine ended in a waist-deep pool 
with a devilfish guardian, the bottom also serving as a library where the most holy 
and precious texts describing Zomok and his ways were kept. The scoundrel mapped 
out what tomes were there, and where, by sneaking in some associates to the prison 
and torture chamber as “guests” of the Drowned Priests. They got a sense of the lay 
of the land, like the 20 minutes a day the Drowned Priests gathered at the top of the 
shaft and chanted hymns while the devilfish slithered to a lower chamber for feeding 
time. 
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The Crush Depth Heist 
 
After planning for a few days, the adventurers hit the shrine. They knew the Gauntlet 
Fists would be turning one of their own over to the Drowned Priests midmorning, 
right before the feeding and chant. They also discovered there was a corroded 
grating they could use to slip through into the complex underwater; security wasn’t 
too tight because the Drowned Priests had such a fearsome reputation everyone 
knew better than to rob them. 
 
Valdis, Kestrel, Annonciade, and Søren swam in, surfacing in the half-submerged 
torture chamber based on water and fire torments. They heard the feeding gong and 
the chanting start, then used a magical underwater light and swam up through the 
complex to the bottom of the shaft, surfacing as quietly as they could. 
 
While the Drowned Priests chanted above, they stealthily filled three water-proofed 
and magically buoyant bags with Zomokite titles identified and located by the 
scoundrel’s research (before one of his plants was discovered and tortured to give 
him up.) Also, Kestrel knew a fence named Pelican, from his time in the military, so 
they got a couple extra loads of books to sell while Annonciade stayed alert with her 
bow. They managed not to attract attention with their low-key sloshing, and their 
quick eyes mapped the book spines to the research to quickly grab the books they 
were after. The chant abruptly ended before they closed up the bags and submerged, 
but even in that awful quiet they were stealthy enough to escape undetected. 
 
Swimming back towards the torture room they spotted several baby devilfish, but 
they were not detected, and they managed the arduous swim out to relatively open 
water where Calendel waited with a boat. 
 
Once More Across the Sea 
 
They sold the books to Pelican for a hefty profit. That helped defray the expenses of a 
week squatting in the city (preparing for the heist, selling the books, buying passage 
back to Elbow Creek.) 
 
Armed with 9 good books for Zomokite research, and 7 more that could be useful, 
they set sail back to where Tolfree waited for them at the Lightning Vault. 
 
 

Session Five 

To the Lost Peak 
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June 28, 2019 
 
Calendel was along, but his player wasn’t, so he was grouchy with his nose stuck in 
his new book for the whole adventure. 
 
Back to the Lightning Vault 
 
Annonciade spent the voyage back sketching out studies of the lock and thinking 
through how to beat the defenses on the door to the library in the Lightning Vault. 
Once back in Elbow Creek, in the driving rain, they looked to recruit Lady and Wooly 
Bah to lead them back to the Lightning Vault by safe paths. Annonciade found Wooly 
Bah sheltering a wounded lamb and therefore unwilling to leave town. Kestrel used 
his healing skills on the lamb, so Wooly Bah guided them to the Lightning Vault by 
safe paths, avoiding a grazing dewback on the way. 
 
Once near the vault, they ran into a patrol of hill people that included Frank (who 
apparently had said many things about the pain he would visit upon Søren if he ever 
showed up again.) Kestrel pointed out he saved Frank’s life, but Frank claimed 
amnesia while he was enchanted; Søren hit him with another friendship spell and it 
was like the ex making a bad decision all over again. Frank’s people were 100% eye-
rollingly done with him once he was on Team Søren again. 
 
Tolfree welcomed them back to the Lightning Vault and gleefully received their 
books, noting that they were quality and just what he was after to discover more 
about his curse, cosmic energy, and the secret to defeating the Lightning Vault’s 
defenses. Everyone involved agreed their partnership would continue, and Tolfree 
gave them 5,000 gold coins’ worth of dwarf-cut diamonds that he planned to use to 
raise an army, and instead they would pursue a cosmic spark to open the vault and 
unleash Tolfree’s death. 
 
Checking Out the Library 
 
The adventurers went to the spooky glyph-and-acid trapped library door. Søren and 
Annonciade worked together to eventually defeat the door’s regenerating defenses, 
and they opened the way. 
 
Kestrel brewed his magical tea that allowed a conversation with the dead, and 
bravely entered first, encountering the ghost of a librarian whose hands had many 
silver rings on them, and who bore an iron crown with spikes fused to his skull with 
skin grown over some of the metal. The ghost was civil enough, a Templar protecting 
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forbidden knowledge that was better destroyed than released into the wrong hands; 
knowledge torn from slaves of the gods before they were driven out by what lay in 
the Lightning Vault below, which could not be suppressed forever even if it was 
somehow defeated. The very sign of its defeat would release new victory. The power 
of the Lightning Vault was connected to the glyph techniques that allowed the 
Templar to drive the gods from Halemetria. 
 
They inquired as to how they could find a cosmic spark, and he told them to look at 
the Lost Peak isle, in the Western Seas (currently in Slizardian territory and infested 
with pirates, an independent fortress the Slizardians used as a prison for pirates and 
other fringe types.) Annonciade sketched out the map from a book the ghost showed 
them, then they withdrew as the ghost’s friendliness thinned out. 
 
To the Western Sea and Lost Peak Isle 
 
They departed the next day, taking Frank with them. On the way back to Elbow 
Creek, they rescued some pilgrims of the Saints who were stranded by flooding; 
Wooly Bah left the path and led the adventurers to where the pilgrims were praying 
for aid. The leader of the pilgrims was an aristocrat who went by his title, the Duke; 
he had suffered a minor stroke a while back so he walked with a rolling gait and had 
a bit of a sag to one side of his mouth, and slow speech. He looked forward to 
returning to the Wayne Estates after his pilgrimage, his son Bruce waited there for 
him. 
 
Then back to Skullport to get a voyage out to the dangerous waters of the Western 
Sea. Annonciade knew Captain Matté Shellack, of the Sea Turp. He had a rep for 
running dangerous low-volume expeditions for shady types going to strange and out-
of-the-way places as though compelled. Kestrel presented his curse breaking frog, 
who was turned inside-out in Shellack’s presence; delighted, Shellack agreed to take 
them on their way at once. 
 
They met the helmsman of the narrow-waisted ship, Pete, who had a floating skull 
bathed in fire instead of a head. Something about a run-in with a wizard. Pete did not 
need food or sleep and could steady the helm like a boss. 
 
During the two week voyage, they dumped a hogshead of gin for the Slizardian patrol 
ship to happen across (so they would not attract bad attention on the way out) and 
the adventurers heard stories bout how the Slizardians had an uncanny way to locate 
and destroy pirates who irritated them in these waters. 
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They arrived in Steptown in the shadow of a massive Slizardian ship at rest taking on 
supplies. Søren looked for magic and found the Cob, a busted tower partially 
repaired by the husk of a kraken-squeezed ship, which was part flea market, part lab, 
part tavern, and part hostel. 
 
They shopped around, and Annonciade got some magically retractable climbing 
claws out of a bigger mass of climbing gear. Søren looked to purchase Communicate, 
but the shifty store owner didn’t have it; instead he sold a ring that allowed the 
wizard to use communication magic. (Turns out it was Ventriloquism, which Søren 
already had.) The rest of the adventurers shopped around but saved their money. 
 
Backgrounding in Steptown 
 
Annonciade took Valdis as a bodyguard, after a good night’s sleep, and used cant to 
connect with scoundrelly types around town to see what she could find out about 
maps for the Lost Peak. Apparently there was quite a cottage industry of Lost Peak 
maps, most complete nonsense or traps. 
 
Søren left Frank looking after Calendel, and went with Kestrel to ask around about 
defenses at the Lost Peak. Their best lead was a Slizardian who was over 400 years 
old, slowly dying in a corner in a seedy tavern. They bought his favorite pipeweed, 
which helped him focus long enough to tell them that the Templar fought an avatar 
on this site, and 500 of them perished in the conflict, but the avatar was slain as it 
wiped all life from the island. Reinforcements came and sealed the remains away, 
but the Templar who stayed to guard it partook of it somehow, and took in a 
starvation that could not be slaked. They grew huge and monstrous and powerful, 
transforming into ogres, and their descendants now guarded the Lost Peak as jailers 
and protectors of the secret below. Then their informant quietly died. 
 
The adventurers began making preparations to putting a plan together for an 
expedition to the Lost Peak to interrogate its foundations for a cosmic spark. 
 
 

Session Six 

The Greatest Wizard of the Age 
 
July 5, 2019 
 
Backgrounding Continues 
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Annonciade found a seedy rogue who used to be quite the acrobat, and he told her 
about the interior of the Lost Peak and how he had been freed, and how he had been 
put in the Courtyard of Thoughts and Prayers for 24 hours and when no one claimed 
him he was thrust down the Eye to Beyond, falling down into the Execution Sluice 
where masses of effluvium flow from various parts of the fortress to fall into the sea 
(and apparently there’s a hydra that lives below it.) As an acrobat, he managed to 
leap up in the frictionless shaft, finding his way through the Dry Passage to a 
hexagonal shaft called the Gurgling, apparently a religious place for the Wardens. 
From there he climbed up to the Block District where guards had condos built onto 
the prison, and he escaped down a wall at the Gliding Cliff, where grick gulls feast on 
prisoner corpses. He sold her a map of his route. 
 
Søren looked around for a way in, discovering that the Block District had a party for 
the Hand tribe in Lost Peak, and entertainers were being recruited. Apparently each 
Warden has a tribe of jailers, and they battle for prisoners and territory within the 
fortress, to keep the insatiable Wardens fed with prisoners rather than their own 
numbers. The Hand managed a big win lately, taking over some big common area so 
other tribes had to pay them tribute, so they were celebrating. The good acts would 
be rewarded, but just about everyone could go, because the jailers would likely eat 
the rest. About 2/3 of the applicants appeared to be rogues working an angle and 
trying to get into the prison, and the jailers expected that. 
 
Søren also found an enchanter who would synch up two stones so they could 
empathically communicate, so if the adventurers separated into groups they could 
communicate a basic signal to synchronize their actions. The enchanter put one 
stone in each empty eye socket and connected them with his mind with a link that 
would last for several days. 
 
Manfred the Marvellous 
 
Calendel inquired as to how one joins the jailers, finding it was relatively easy; the 
tower of Great Expectations was where the auditions for entertainers were held, an 
also where you could get a tattoo to join up, try your luck as a jailer, and every 5 
years you could take what treasure you earned and leave to spend it all before 
coming home. 
 
He also mingled with the auditioning acts, drawn in particular to a stage magician 
who was discouraged by the lack of work, possessed of a tiny spark of magical 
potential, but using sleight of hand to jam swords through boxes and do other stupid 
tricks like making pigs disappear (and/or escape.) 
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Calendal befriended him and survived the sword-through-a-box trick. He persuaded 
Manfred the Marvellous that the magician needed assistants for his act, and as a 
scholar he just wanted to find out some more about the inside of the Lost Peak and 
wasn’t a scoundrel, honest. Manfred didn’t quite believe him, but liked him enough 
to take him and his friends on for the act. 
 
The Sea Approach 
 
Annonciade preferred the climbing approach, keen to try her luck on the Execution 
Sluice uphill. Kestrel and Valdis joined her, and together they got climbing gear from 
the Cob and hired on Eric the Slightly Murderous and his trireme the Murderface. 
They set sail around the isle to the water approach to the Lost Peak, racing the 
sunrise. They observed a jellyfish with some aquatic creature traveling inside, 
observing the surface world from relative safety. Eric the Slightly Murderous did not 
try to kill or abandon them, but complimented them instead, and demonstrated a 
pirate dance. 
 
As they sailed towards the fortress, the clouds obscuring the sunrise broke, so they 
were dumped on a big rock a thousand feet from shore. They had to work their way 
rock to rock, avoiding predators, working towards the inner layers of the outer 
defenses. 
 
They had a long and gruelling climb, avoiding predator nests and pest lairs. Valdis 
slipped and almost fell to the far-below pounding surf once, and in struggling to 
recover tore open a nest of vicious scorpions. The climbers were roped together, and 
pulled her to safety. Kestrel was in his element, jumping rocks and scrambling up 
cliffs. Grim, Annonciade was glad she at least had some climbing claws. 
 
They entered the cliff face during low tide through a blowhole in the rock, then 
ascended a shaft to where a cottage industry in the prison made salt flats. They 
stealthed in to find a carving of a local map on the wall, seeing there was an area only 
accessible to Wardens. They slipped past the posted guard and the stone vulture 
statue that was enchanted to stand guard, closing in on the restricted area. 
 
The Carnival Approach 
 
Søren charmed one of the jailers in charge of recruiting for the carnival, Captain 
Dancer. She advised them to go earlier rather than later in the lineup; the feast 
would start by going into performers, then into jailers. Basically, there was going to 
be a lot of cannibalism. 
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Meanwhile Calendel continued chatting up Manfred, and offered him the chance to 
have a wish granted. Manfred, half serious, wished to be the greatest wizard of the 
age. Then he signed Calendel’s Book of Power, facilitated by the shadow of Algor, 
shaking hands with the echo of Zomok. Smiling and enjoying his new role as the 
broker for the God of Crossroads, Calendal congratulated Manfred (who 
unsurprisingly didn’t feel any different.) 
 
The carnival traveled up the lock mechanisms to the lake all night, loading over onto 
spiked barges to travel to the prison the next day, arriving shortly before dark. They 
traveled up a shoddy stone open-air corridor that would make dwarves weep with its 
lousy craftsmanship, and ended in a courtyard presided over by a massive armored 
Warden, face hidden behind a helmet. 
 
Before the act performed, Søren boosted Manfred’s morale by enchanting his 
medallion to glow. However, the act didn’t seem like a good idea as the jailers 
seemed to grow restless and hungry and bored watching other acts. 
 
The adventurers made their move early, trying to sidle down where the A list 
performers were feasting (inside the tower, closer to the secret entries) but they 
attracted the wrong sort of attention and were forcibly escorted to the scullery 
chamber and told to fetch and carry, but this was pretty clearly a trap that ended 
with them being killed and eaten. 
 
Søren called the guards away by using ventriloquism to imitate Captain Dancer 
swearing at them to get out there at once, and the adventurers took advantage of a 
momentary lack of supervision to wriggle through vent/viewports over an empty 
dining room below. They made it down more or less gracefully, including Manfred 
but not Frank, who was caught by the guards and dragged off as the adventurers 
ducked out of sight and worked their way in deeper before they could be caught. 
 
Manfred seemed to feel a sense of wonder, he instinctively knew the way and felt a 
fresh confidence as he led them towards something that called to him. The 
adventurers trusted his strange guidance, and followed him into the guts of the 
prison. 
 
The Gurgling 
 
The wizards found a service access to the top of a shaft, and looking down the 60′ 
wide chasm they saw another balcony where the fighters emerged. Joining forces, 
they climbed down a narrow ladder for what seemed like forever, finding a sort of 
flesh mound blocking the bottom; it opened like a weird mouth at Manfred’s 
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demand, and they continued climbing down to the very bottom. A lumpy gnawed-
rock chamber surrounded a corroded grating over a black metal plate of some kind. 
 
Manfred felt drawn to it, and climbed down through the metal as though it was 
water. Something yanked him under, and they thought he was lost, but he clawed his 
way back up. He now held a pitch-black sternum bone that he insisted was his, and 
they recognized it was likely the divine spark they sought. 
 
The Escape 
 
Somehow Manfred was sure that defenders were closing in on them in this place and 
they would never make it out, except he could do it with a magic trick. they huddled 
up and he turned space inside out, depositing them in a secret shrine in a mountain 
cave for osquip herders, overlooking Steptown, maybe twenty or so miles away from 
the prison as the crow flies. 
 
As Calendel scouted to establish their new position, Annonciade read the ancient 
scrawls on the cave surfaces, discovering this hidden holy shrine was where the 
priests of Hamala, Demigod of Need and daughter of Zomok, came to birth their 
children. The pool in the room was obliterated by their arrival. Conjecture suggested 
the bone belonged to Hamala, who was likely the one slain by the templar and buried 
in what became the Lost Peak prison. 
 
They found their divine spark. Time to return to the Lightning vault. A few furtive 
hours of back room conversations secured them passage, and they set sail before the 
prison could block the port. 
 

Session Seven 

The Lightning Vault Opens 
 
July 12, 2019 
 
The Voyage Home 
 
Manfred the Marvellous got hungrier and hungrier on the voyage back to Elbow 
Creek. First he took up fishing, eating everything he caught. Then he started drinking 
seawater and suffering no ill effects. Needs gripped everyone aboard, from 
homesickness to drunkenness and more. 
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Manfred was keen to look at a spellbook, and Calendel offered him access. When 
Manfred touched the text of the spells, they stuck to him, and he ingested them; he 
drew all the magic out of the spellbook and into himself as an instinctive caster. They 
hid the rest of their magic from him, and Søren copied some spells into his book 
while Manfred was distracted with fishing. 
 
The adventurers debated whether or not to kill Manfred, but decided they wanted to 
see this play out. As they closed in on the port, they rode a pink froth as hungry sea 
creatures were drawn to Manfred’s need, and bigger creatures followed and ate 
those who arrived earlier, so the sea boiled with death beneath the hull. 
 
Ambush 
 
They reached Elbow Creek, and the ship had been out of food and booze for days, so 
the sailors dashed into the town to sate whatever needs grew in them on the voyage. 
(Calendel was drained of his moonlight supply and needed to bask in intense 
moonglow to regenerate his eldritch reserves.) 
 
As they headed to the Away Anchor for food and companionship, they were 
ambushed by a mass of twenty monks in white gi uniforms with shaved heads. They 
were led by a champion with a ring staff, who refused parlay, calling them cultists. 
The monks attacked with swift and vicious brutality. 
 
Calendel, Annonciade, and Søren were immediately dropped, but Kestrel and Valdis 
rallied and hacked through the combat monks while the champion looked on. 
Manfred, who had been a little behind the adventurers, drew in power to fight; the 
rush of wind woke the fallen adventurers. 
 
Valdis took on three skilled opponents as Kestrel dueled the monk champion on the 
cables above the market street. Annonciade relocated to sneak attack as needed, 
while Søren blasted monks with magic and Calendel fired his bow. The monks were 
combat seasoned and had amazing reflexes, but none of that saved them from the 
adventurers; the ambush flipped, and the attackers were slain. 
 
Their champion, badly hurt by magical bolts and battle with Kestrel, attempted to 
flee but faltered in pain. She survived Kestrel’s follow-up only to be pinned to the 
wall by Valdis, who sneered in her face; she was defiant to the last, and Valdis tore 
her body in half with her sword. 
 
Calendel and Søren had turned their attention to the fallen monks, interrogating 
survivors before the battle was over, trying to figure out who these monks were and 
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why they attacked. Søren enchanted one with friendship, overpowering a tattooed 
magical defense, bewitching Timoth. 
 
Aftermath 
 
Kestrel paid off the town guards, who were sympathetic to adventurers defending 
themselves from a dirty sneak attack. The adventurers left the corpses and injured in 
the street, continuing on to the Away Anchor and getting scrubbed in the bathhouse 
in the back while eating and discussing next moves. 
 
Annonciade monitored Manfred, who did kill someone with supernatural power 
during the battle (and possibly ate the corpse?) Manfred ordered three pigs, two 
turkeys, seven chickens, and a hogshead of ale, and then was negotiating for a goat 
to follow; Annonciade watched this massive meal and kept an eye out for trouble. 
 
Meanwhile Timoth told them their attackers were Failcrafters from the Order of No, 
followers of Saint Expeditious (patron saint of rapid travel, mobility, and crisis 
response.) Oracles in the order point them towards cults trying to revive gods or 
otherwise break the world, and they intervene violently. They didn’t bother with 
parlay because it generally ends up pointless and cultists who traffic with the old 
gods have to be put down or they cause mass disruption and suffering. 
 
Timoth also grieved for his fallen friends, especially Eevee, their leader and an 
experienced troubleshooter for the order. 
 
The adventurers told him about the Lightning Vault, and that piqued his interest, as 
his order apparently did not know its location. He said the contents of the vault were 
a treasure, or a weapon; whatever it was, it broke the godslaves of the island and 
allowed the templar to win the whole region. He agreed they should open the Vault, 
and decided to travel with them. 
 
As they told him the story, they called Manfred “the Hungry” instead of “the 
Marvellous” and gave Tolfree the appellation “the Immortal.” 
 
The Lightning Vault 
 
Calendel led the way to the Lightning Vault, and they avoided the strangely hungry 
forest and hill creatures along the way. Tolfree greeted them warmly. He had 
prepared two special robes, and the rituals from the books he had researched. One 
would infuse a prepared key with the cosmic energy, the other would support the 
insertion of the key and opening of the Lightning Vault. 
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Rather than try to work out Manfred’s cooperation, they agreed with Tolfree’s plan 
to kill him and take the sternum of Hamala, demigoddess of need, from his corpse. 
Even if the death didn’t last, it would get him out of the way long enough for the 
ritual to complete. He tried to poison Manfred as the adventurers watched, but when 
the poison had no effect, he impaled Manfred and demanded Valdis lop his head off, 
and she complied. 
 
Warm with generosity and giddy with excitement about his impending death, Tolfree 
gifted the adventurers with a book containing maps he sketched to where his tomb 
was; it was in a remote and difficult-to-reach place, and he had returned twice to 
carry out as much loot as he could, but there was plenty more in the secret place. He 
also gave Valdis his gleaming sword as a gift. 
 
Outside, pressure built, and a storm rolled in as the wind rustled through the 
creaking forest branches. Inside, they noticed that the shrine to Faleeshi had been 
restored further, the mural completed and the room cleaned and prepared for 
worship. 
 
Søren cast the ritual to infuse the key, and the adventurers headed down to the 
Lightning Vault below. Tolfree hurled himself through the killing field below so they 
could pass, and he hoped to never revive. Alone, Calendel paced out the ritual to the 
door, and manipulated the key and the barrier, successfully powering it down so the 
vault door withdrew into the walls. 
 
All that was inside was a wall of round rocks, about twenty pounds each. 
Disappointed, they examined the rocks; one seemed to absorb body heat, then it 
cracked and crumbled a bit, resolving into a shape like a little knee-high scrawny 
lizard. It seemed to bond with Valdis, and demonstrated some electrical sparker 
power. Valdis and Kestrel fed it scraps of dried meat, which it seemed to enjoy. 
 
Back to life and furious at the lack of death upon the opening of the door, Tolfree 
attacked the pile of stones, hurling them out of the way, trying to get beyond them. 
Something happened and he exploded with lightning, the energy playing over the 
pile of rocks, and they all began shifting and cracking. Calendel was dusted with 
Tolfree’s ashes. 
 
A tide of little lightning monsters yelling “pika! pika!” rushed out of the crumbling 
wall of stones, scrabbling up the stairs and through the compound to get outside. 
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A tide of little lightning monsters 
yelling “pika! pika!” rushed out of the 
crumbling wall of stones, scrabbling up 
the stairs and through the compound 
to get outside. Repeated lightning 
strikes refined the dusty rock-looking 
monsters to be more shiny metallic-
looking monsters, and the energy 
coursed down the column as hundreds 
became thousands, possibly tens of 
thousands of monsters gushing out of 
the Lightning Vault into the hills and 
forests surrounding it. 

 
The Inner Shrine 
 
As most of the adventurers retreated into the guard station by the entry to get out of 
the way as the energetic crackling killed several hill people who didn’t get out of the 
way, Kestrel and Annonciade waded against the current of little monsters, leaping 
out of the way of the energy waves as they raced through, closing in on the vault 
below. 
 
A large chamber had been filled with the dormant pikas, and in the choking dust and 
sifting gravel of the transforming creatures, they found an inner shrine to Falleshi. 
The engraved lightning in the hall leading to the shrine held the energy of the 
lightning strikes, reviving the hatching critters faster and faster, and there were 
templar glyphs in the walls of the shrine that also held the energy. 
 
An altar was a stone casket bound with glyphs, and it was broken. Annonciade read 
the markers on the casket, noting it was warded with templar glyphs and contained a 
powerful godslave that served as an anchor point for the enchantment that sealed 
this room away. The enchantment broke, so too did the casket, and the yuan-ti 
corpse inside was seared to ashes. 
 
Annonciade and Kestrel also discovered a treasure room, and she breached it before 
the other adventurers upstairs worked their way downstairs to see if there was an 
end in sight to the tide of thousands of critters. They did note that they could not see 
Manfred’s corpse, but it could well be lost under the swarm of running monsters. 
 
Inside the treasure room Annonciade found a bier with a corpse that matched the 
shade of the librarian in the room upstairs, possibly a site guardian. There were 
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enchanted books with blue leather bound in a silver metal, there was a rack of 
weapons and a suit of armor, and a number of treasure chests. 
 

Session Eight 

The Templar’s Tomb 

July 19, 2019 

Calendel, (Valdis), Annonciade, Kestrel, and Søren. 

Annonciade and Kestrel looked around the treasure room tomb as the impossible 
mass of pikas continued to wake and gush out of the temple chamber. Valdis headed 
out to follow Pika, the lightning lizard that seemed to imprint on her. Calendel and 
Søren pushed through the tide of pikas to get down to the tomb chamber, rejoining 
the others leaping up the walls as an occasional lightning strike into the lizard mass 
far up above rolled down through their shared field and fried anything it touched. 

Loot 

The adventurers could see by the glowing light of the glyphs in the walls that held the 
lightning strike energy. Treasure chests in the tomb held 24 sets of tough robes 
(acting as medium armor), long sashes, athames, crystal globes with etching inside, 
and thin white masks that attached to the face with glyphs.  

They examined a chained library of 6 magical books that Annonciade realized 
chronicled the hunt and defeat of godslaves of one of the gods, at least in this region. 
She could not read the glyphs or the interior code, but her knowledge of lore allowed 
her to suss out that much basic information. Calendel realized if you look at the 
books through one of the crystals, there was an embedded question; if you took on 
the cause of the templar, the books would become readable. He declined. 

They also examined a rack of weapons, including a staff with hidden compartments 
for a wand and a detachable dagger spike, with glyphs and intended for wizards. A 
longsword and shortsword set, a cutlass and shield, a whip sword, a retractable 
spear, and a fancy set of plate. All of it had glyphs. 

Calendel saw holes to put the staves in and tilt the bier back, so they moved the 
corpse off it and tilted it up out of the way. Below was a trove of about 500 glowing 
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rubies, which had the same cut as the diamonds Tolfree gave them to fund their 
quest. They also had glyphs inside, revealed as they glowed in the lightning strike 
energy. 

The Librarian 

Annonciade, Kestrel, and Søren donned the templar masks and garb and went 
upstairs to talk to the Librarian. Calendel tried, but the glyphs itched at him and the 
garb was uncomfortable; it was not made for elves. He waited outside as the others 
went in. 

Inside, they met the shade of the Librarian, and found his name used to be Lord 
Soruth. He welcomed them, observing that if they had that gear they were ready to 
start the templar cycle again, the gods were returning and catastrophe loomed. They 
asked questions about the origin and nature of the templar. 

Lord Soruth told them that a nameless king long ago lost his love, who was sacrificed 
to a god. Furious and powerless, the king made a bargain to gain the power to fight 
back against the gods. Glyph magic was the result, and using it the templar order 
rose and pushed back the godslaves, scouring the world of worshipers and closing off 
conduits for divine power. The order ended with its success 200 years ago, the 
templar surrendering their power to the Clerics of the Saints (also the Saints were by 
and large templar themselves.) 

The rubies in the tomb below were part of a ritual that tore the divine spark from 
godslaves, locking it into a tiny crystal and killing the slave in the process. Once a 
critical mass of these sacrifices were acquired, draining rituals on the mass could 
conduct to other godslaves, slaying them at a distance. The rubies were from 
godslaves of Faleeshi, the diamonds from Tolfree’s stash were remnants of the divine 
spark of Lunestra’s godslaves. (The island where Tolfree’s prison was broken open 
was about two weeks away across the sea.) The crystals were inert, but knowledge of 
the right ritual could release their energy. (This aligned with teaching Søren received 
that there were interchangeable properties of gems and ritual magic.) 

Lord Soruth explained the lizards; they would sense cosmic energy as the body 
senses a wound, flocking to the site and channeling energy to destroy it. Their 
dispersed and interconnected network could sense and address invasion, and had 
indeed been used to break the power of the Yuan Ti slaver empire that had a ziggarut 
on the site of the Lightning Vault once. The templar assaulted the site, dismantled 
the ziggarut, and buried its blocks all around the island as part of the ritual to open 
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the portal to bring the lightning lizards here and weaponize them for the war on the 
gods. The figure in the tomb below was the yuan ti emperor the templar slew and 
used as a foundation for their protective swarm ritual. 

The templar revered the moon, as they moved in cycles and had no light of their own 
but what they reflected. Their glyph magic was local to Prime, reshaping its energies, 
rather than pulling from divine or elemental sources. He declined to tell them more 
unless they chose to join the templar cause; he was confident when they saw the 
horrors of the godslaves resurging in the world, they’d be back to find power to fight 
the alien energy. 

Lord Soruth offered them the chance to take on a mark that would allow them to 
access the library without breaking in, but the wary adventurers declined and left, 
shaken by what they had learned. 

Next Moves 

While waiting on the library meeting to end, Calendel chatted with a few of the 
surviving hill people, and checked outside to note that the pyre where they burned 
Manfred had been annihilated by the lightning from the pikas.  

After the meeting, the adventurers joined the hill people for supper; the wildlife in 
the surrounding area was likely wiped out by the energy waves, the woods still 
burned. 

The hill people mentioned they were being hunted by Cally Griffon, a woman who 
was upset with them because Tolfree used them to wipe out her people. With 
Tolfree out of the picture they’d need protection, and they planned to go to Sir 
Carnifex, who was creating order in the local countryside from his base at Fort 
Dolmen.  

The adventurers decided to accompany them, taking along the books they stole for 
Tolfree, to do some more research and figure out what they wanted to do next. They 
would need a quiet place to do some thinking, and the Order of No was likely to send 
one or more strike teams to the Lightning Vault. Best not to wait for them to arrive. 
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Session Nine 

The Haunted Mine 
 
August 9, 2019 
 
Søren and Kestrel went with Serako, a hill man, and a small pack of others. They 
traveled to Fort Dolmen, where Sir Carnifex held court. The trip took about a day’s 
long walk in the rain as the pika lizards continued swarming the countryside and fires 
smoldered from all the lightning strikes. 
 
Fort Dolmen 
 
Arriving after dark, they wound up the strangely well-lit road to the narrow, tall fort. 
They stepped through the broken door upon being invited in by the door guards, who 
knew Sir Carnifex was looking for adventurers. Sir Carnifex liberated this hill from 
giant centipedes; a 60 foot specimen was stuffed and mounted in the main hall over 
the throne and around the balcony. 
 
The adventurers met Ronam, the seneschal captain, and observed some other 
adventurers. Most notable: Greenfellow, the troll with a magic sword; Gimbie; the 
short but musical wizard; and Smatha, an expert swordswoman and captain from the 
war. 
 
Søren warmed up Gimbie, finding out some more about the other adventurers and 
laying the groundwork for possibly swapping spells, and Kestrel chatted up Smatha. 
Through the course of conversation they discovered that a weird kind of goblinoid 
called tasloi were normally dormant in the area in cysts, but the lightning strikes had 
activated them, and their gestation would be complete within the week, overrunning 
the area. (Apparently Sir Carnifex consulted with an elfmaid named Torrain to find 
this out.) 
 
Sir Carnifex ended the evening with a soaring hymn to the Saints. After a comfortable 
enough night, they were ready for work. 
 
To the Mine 
 
Sir Carnifex had three missions; the forest, the mountain, and the swamp. 
Greenfellow got to choose first, and he picked the mountain. Then Reya of the Nine 
Towers, a cleric with a polar bear mount; she consulted with Kestrel, who didn’t care, 
so she picked the forest. Kestrel got the swamp. 
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A dwarf named Kaz had a small silver mine about an hour’s walk away, and he was 
having trouble with a haunting. Since Kestrel had a wizard, Sir Carnifex wanted him to 
sort it out. 
 
Kestrel and Søren took Serako and a handful of other hill people with them. Søren 
hired one of them, Cordo, to be his henchman. As a party of eight, they followed Sir 
Carnifex’s directions and a thready path towards the mine. 
 
As they were traveling across the swampy ground, waist deep in water during a 
difficult crossing, they saw a stunted tree with a dozen tasloi in it. Shrugging off the 
initial hail of javelins (apparently the beastly humanoids had a keen eye for critical 
hits) they fought back, Søren torching a couple with his magical bolts and inspiring 
the rest to flee into the swamp. 
 
Kaz 
They had no further trouble reaching the mine, and Kaz challenged them; he wore a 
rock camo hat, but was friendly enough when they name-dropped Sir Carnifex. Kaz 
used human miners to work his mine, but it was his project. They were all living on 
tent platforms outside the mine some distance, as there had been 3 disappearances 
in the mine and the workers would not go in. The prevalent theory was that the mine 
was too close to a hidden barrow, and the ghosts woke and pulled miners into their 
clutches in the earth. 
 
Kaz sent them with a guide to the mine, and they resolved to investigate further. 
They took Serako and Cordo, and left the other hill folk in the camp. 
 
The Mine 
 
Loose soil and soft rock made the mine stability difficult, and the place was 
abandoned as the adventurers investigated it by the light of Søren’s magic. They 
found cave-ins and dead ends, and the occasional smell of vinegar or sense of being 
watched. As they went deeper, Serako didn’t want to go on, and stood guard in an 
upper level instead. When they returned, he had vanished, dropping his weapon and 
light, and the signs around the disappearance made no sense. 
Since Cordo was seriously alarmed by this turn of events, they sent him outside to 
protect their guide, and the two adventurers continued on alone. They found the 
deepest part of the mine, with a pool, and as they looked in the back area that 
seemed recently collapsed they found a scrap of leather that was smooth on one side 
and rough on the other; it reminded Søren of a leathery wyvern egg. 
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What Haunts the Deep 
 
As they explored the last section of the mine, something collapsed the tunnel, and in 
the gritty fog of debris, Søren felt something grab his arm. It was an eyeless fleshy-
horned little head of a snake thing sticking out of the wall. He blasted it with magic, 
and the whole wall erupted in snake tentacles! 
 
Kestrel threw himself in harm’s way and fended off the tendrils as Søren blasted with 
adrenaline-fueled magic. All the tendrils came from a beak-thing, and Kestrel 
impossibly dragged it back as the thing tried to retreat into the wall, holding it long 
enough for Søren to destroy its life force with his blaze of magic. 
 
As the interior of the creature gurgled and exploded around them, coating them in 
orange goo, Kestrel tried to find Serako. Against all odds, the hill man was injured by 
being swallowed but he was still alive, and they revived him. The deeply traumatized 
hill man left the mine with them, and they got cleaned up in the stream outside. 
 
All’s Well 
 
They reported back to Kaz, who was surprised that this creature was here; they are 
normally MUCH deeper. Also, it was clear that the egg was not the thing they killed, 
as it could not have grown so fast, so there might be further danger. Forewarned, Kaz 
would be able to take care of his miners and resume work. 
 
In gratitude, he gave each of them a fist-sized nugget of fine silver worth 100 gold, 
and a strange flat disk with a dwarven rune on it that would be good for a favor in 
the dwarven culture. They returned to Fort Dolmen victorious. 
 
 

Session Ten 

Blood Trail 
 
August 16, 2019 
 
Annonciade and Calendel had set out for Dolmen Keep, but turned back to help 
travelers in distress who had been attacked by tasloi, escorting them back to Elbow 
Creek. This put them behind, but they did reach Dolmen Keep in time to hear about 
the exploits at the haunted mine. 
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Sir Carnifex announced to the whole keep full of adventurers that his plan was to 
send them out the next day equipped with frame backpacks loaded with osquip 
blood, to go out half a day and puncture the bags. Then dribble a blood trail back to 
the keep. This was the tactic to concentrate all the tasloi on the keep so they could 
be dealt with in a mass rather than given time to gain experience and develop tactics 
to plague travel through the woods with unmanageable strength. 
 
Laying a Blood Trail 
 
The various groups of adventurers split up, assigned directions, and they headed out. 
Kestrel was in charge of the group including Søren, Calendel, and Annonciade, also 
taking Kurzel as Søren’s henchman bodyguard porter. 
 
Once they were some distance out, the adventurers met Callie Griffon and her 
Strikers, and after a tense conversation they stayed out of each others’ way as the 
Strikers headed to the keep and the adventurers continued on their mission. 
The adventurers skirmished with tasloi on the way out, and when they reached Pride 
Rock (where local monstrous tribes used to overhand chuck babies off a cliff) they 
punctured their blood bag backpack and headed back to Dolmen Keep. 
They didn’t get far before the first wave of tasloi attacked. The adventurers cut 
through them, but it was a running battle as wave after wave gathered and caught up 
to them. 
 
Calendel was badly injured and only saved from debilitating scarring by Kestrel’s 
expert healing. The adventurers were battered and low on ammunition as they 
repulsed the masses of screaming forest critters. 
 
Shot up and exhausted, they staggered into the home stretch to find that others had 
returned before them, kiting crowds of tasloi with them as intended. They managed 
a final push, driving past the ring of tasloi to sprint towards the relative safety of the 
keep as an inexorable mob of tasloi pursued them. 
 
Casualties 
 
Thousands of tasloi were now around the keep. As the wounded got medical 
attention, the adventurers found that Smatha the swordswoman had fallen to tasloi, 
as had Scarleaf the elf. Visha, cleric of St. Bolt, had been badly hurt and Kestrel 
healed her enough for her to revive and use her magic to seal her wounds. Vosko the 
bear had also been torn up some, but recovered quickly with care. Greenfellow the 
Troll was too stuffed with tasloi to stand up straight, but a night of digestion returned 
his form to fighting trim. 
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Preparation for the Siege 
 
Gimbie, Calendel, and Søren examined the foundation of the keep from inside to 
make sure there were no openings to the tunnels in the mountain. Also, they 
examined the magical stitching of enchantment in its foundation; enchantment that 
held it up more securely than the compromised hill upon which it rested. 
Enough blood and study for one day; the dawn would bring a tide of slaughter. 
 

Session Eleven 

Siege of Dolmen Keep 
 
August 23, 2019 

Kestrel, Calendel, Annonciade, and Søren rose early to prepare for the siege. The 
people in the keep redistributed ammunition, unstintingly supplying the elf with all 
the longbow arrows, and giving Annonciade a quiver full for her custom bow. 

The Strikers led by Cally Griffon, and the hill people led by Serako, kept their distance 
from each other. Both in the keep and later in the tower and on the wall next to it, 
they were kept in line by Sir Carnifex’s son Wyatt. 

Calendel discovered the tallest tower of the narrow-hipped keep had a massive horn 
wrapped around a plinth of stone, with “Mister Honk” engraved on its flank. The 
adventurers also inspected the dozens of “chuckables,” heavy rocks strategically 
located on the walls to throw down on attackers. Unfortunately the oil reserve for 
defense had been depleted by keeping the lamps lit, and there wasn’t enough to also 
use it for defense. The keep only had sufficient food for a week or two; they were not 
prepared for a siege. 

A group of Failcrafters had also arrived, Ganivin and four acolytes. They came to 
answer the call for adventurers, but they did not socialize much. 

The Siege 

A tide of tasloi surged up the naked hill; all bushes and trees nearby had been torn to 
pieces to supply them with sharp sticks for throwing and stabbing. The defenders 
poured ammunition into the rush, killing piles of tasloi. Survivors that made it to the 
wall crouched or knelt, and formed a foundation that others climbed upon to also 
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brace themselves; they made a siege ramp out of their bodies and swarmed up the 
walls flanking the gate. 

They were met by Kestrel on one side and Tarf on the other, both supported by 
lesser warriors and provided with cover fire from Søren’s magical onslaught, 
Calendel’s tasloi-kebab longbow arrows, and Annonciade’s trip-hammer archery. 

Hails of javelins rattled off the tower, stabbing the archers a bit with the occasional 
lucky shot, and there was quickly work for the swordsmen to do. 

Again and again the tasloi morale faltered and their wavering ramps collapsed, again 
and again they were driven back from the wall in screaming defeat. The gate was 
damaged, and Greenfellow the troll was on the other side; at one point he jammed 
his arm through the gate’s gap up to the shoulder, and snatched at tasloi, crushing 
them with his mighty paw. 

The adventurers slew the weedy tasloi by the handful, sometimes killing a number of 
them in a quick succession of seconds, blurred frenzies of slaughter. Archers coaxed 
the most possible mortality from their ammunition, killing multiple close-packed foes 
with each shaft. 

Clerics and medics tended the wounded between waves of assault, the gate was 
reinforced with the last of the keep’s tables, and the tasloi encircled the whole keep. 
Several waves attempted to climb walls at the rear of the castle, some tasloi getting 
high enough to be slain by hill steel or Striker blades. Wyatt successfully suppressed 
some flaring tempers between the hill people and the Strikers. Only at the end did 
they face enough of an assault that Kestrel rushed to the flank to drive some of the 
tasloi off, shifting the balance of the rush towards failure. 

Hope in the Dark 

Exhausted and drenched in blood, the defenders were grateful for the end of day 
when the tasloi retreated to rest. Sir Carnifex invited them to his table, as they were 
key in the survival of the keep. They speculated about what ELSE might be drawn to 
the keep by the blood trails and/or the masses of tasloi. 

Sir Carnifex quietly confided in them that he thought their best chance for success lie 
in consulting with an elfmaid who was half a day’s walk from the keep, Torrian the 
Slayer. (He also had a mortal crush on the eldritch creature, which never ends well.) 
He gave them his secret password, “Coriander” in Elven, and they agreed to go 
through the tasloi crowds outside to consult with her. 
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After supper, Calendel took Sir Carnifex aside and gave him the Zomokite Book of 
Power. Sir Carnifex was not aware of Zomok, so Calendel told him if the situation 
became desperate, Sir Carnifex could write his name in the book and make a wish, 
though the cost would be dear. Sir Carnifex thanked him for his eldritch gift. 

They got a little rest and some food, and dug deep into their reserves for another 
push. After a hard day of slaughter, they put in a long night, slipping through the 
drowsing tasloi nests and walking through the darkness. 

Torrian the Slayer 

As dawn filtered into the sky, they crossed over a stream into the elvenwood of 
Torrian the Slayer. They were intercepted by a cougar, and when Calendel said the 
password, the cougar led them along an oblique path to the breathtaking glade 
where Torrian the Slayer lived. 

Søren was getting a contact high from the concentration of elven magic in the site, 
and Calendel saw the huge war bear and his howdah for an elven shooter to ride into 
battle, as well as the magnificent stags and the rocky den for a family of robust 
cougars. Their guide went into the elven abode, and Torrian joined them, giving them 
moon honey for their breakfast. (Apparently the Elven term for “coriander” was her 
nickname for Sir Carnifex; humans live so briefly, learning their names is a bother.) 

The elfmaid was one of the High Elves, rare nobility of the elven race, and her horns 
were ethereal and usually only visible by magic; a glorious rack four feet tall and six 
feet wide, accompanied by a crown of stars that pulsed and flickered with her mood 
and power shifts. Clad in elegantly simple leathers and armed with bone weapons, 
she was at ease with the strangers. 

She observed that the natural corrective for the tasloi was the waking of the dragon, 
who held her here in place because of an oath (or something.) She explained that 
“Acres of Shadow” was the dragon that slumbered in the peak above, and she 
offered the services of her cougar companion Bimbabanga, a bright green glorious 
forest predator. They agreed to check on the dragon, and maybe wake him up. The 
honey drove weariness and pain from them better than a night’s sleep could, and 
they were prepared to walk into a dragon’s den. 
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Session Twelve 

Acres of Shadow 
 
August 30, 2019 
 
Kestrel, Calendel, and Annonciade prepared to go wake the dragon named Acres of 
Shadow. Søren was having a contact high from the eldtritch energies of the glade, 
and Torrian thought that was sort of adorable; she allowed him to stay, and maybe 
ride the bear. She also provided Calendel with a quiver full of elven long arrows, and 
magically shortened some of them for Annonciade to use with her shortbow. 

The Foreboding Chasm 

They followed the bright green cougar up the slope, and Calendel realized the trail 
was laced with a single vein of bright mithril that connected the glade and the lair. 
The great cat stopped short of the desolation surrounding the crevice, and the 
adventurers continued on, noting the thin plume of dragonsmoke that came up from 
the scorched rock, and observing the bones scattered around. 

They descended into the lair, and after going through some hanging moss, they 
discovered the entry was theatrics; a magical braizer emitted the “dragonsmoke” and 
once you got past the set dressing there was a corridor leading back into a 
compound, with crystals set in the walls that slowly pulsed with a dim light on a 90 
second cycle, like very slow breathing. 

The Entry Chamber 

A round room had steps going down the sides and a podium at the top of the stairs, 
overlooking a 20 foot across metal plate in the floor designed for people to stand in a 
circle around it. Annonciade checked the plate, noting it had sigils based in magical 
code but skewed Draconian, and the picture was a stylized dragon. There were two 
odd-shaped holes, to put key-staves into to open the counterweighted plate that was 
made of an alloy of gold, some orialchum, and some other metals. (Orialchum was a 
magical metal that could not be made without dragonfire, used as a stand-in for a 
nervous system in constructs and prosthetics.) 

The others discovered a make-up and restroom on one side of the chamber, and a 
room for robes and elven religious ritual supplies on the other. Together they 
checked the double doors at the back, to find the door was shaped magically (as was 
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the entire chamber, rather than being mined.) The door was wood with iron veins, 
and when they knocked an eye on the door opened and it grew a mouth. 

The door was pretty stupid. They asked to go in and the door tried to call the 
inhabitants to come open it, but they didn’t show; Calendel bluffed the door by 
explaining they had been asked by the elfmaid and the elves that lived here to bring a 
book in, so the door unlocked itself and they pressed on. 

The Library of the Scribes of Temarran 

They explored the elven library; it was not large, but there were living quarters with 
square seats for meditating elves, a book-binding facility, rooms full of books, and 
the Scroll Chamber. 

In the Scroll Chamber, the walls loaded with pigeonholes for scrolls of all sizes (like a 
pipe organ for paper) there was a reading table with a reading stand at the end, and 
a throne where a desiccated elf corpse leaned over a big book. 

The cause of death was unclear, but the body had been there for 10-20 years 
(probably.) The book was a Book of Power, the “Epochal History of Thesmalean 
Prime” and it had sweeps and rhythms of interconnected elven runic records 
interwoven with illustrations and diagrams, over 500 pages (the book was a load, 
iron-bound with interlocked sigils of Kamu and Thesmael on the cover.) The 
conclusion of the book noted that they had time. Before that, something about the 
rest of the order going to investigate a bargain or something. 

Annonciade was drawn to the book, and she understood she could accept its burden 
and become its Bearer, and then she would be able to understand the reading; she 
agreed, and the ink joined with her veins and grew her ephemeral elf horns visible 
with magical sight, even as her eyes were shadowed by the ink behind them and her 
blood flowed into the book. Its pages were written by many scholars, each using a 
unique ink formulation and commenting on the work that came before while adding 
to it. She now had a history of the world as recorded by a secretive cabal of elven 
scholars. 

Meanwhile Calendel searched the room for “keys” to the metal plate, and found a 
scrollcase with a “map of time” and each spoke sticking out the ends went into one 
side of the plate.  

Below the Plate 
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Taking the book and the scrollcase, they opened the plate to reveal a shaft 20′ across 
with a 6″ staircase jutting out of the wall, spiraling down into darkness. Mighty wind 
rushed down into the pit, equalizing pressure. Roping themselves together, they 
descended, lighting a lantern.  

The last 20 feet of the 60 foot drop had no walls, just the 6″ stairs curling around in 
open space. At the bottom, a mass of motion was difficult to distinguish; it was like 
hermit crabs, but they were made of paper, bone, wood, and metal, and instead of 
shells they had scrollcases, scrolls, books, and papers for their strange bodies. Books 
were animated and crablike, crawling around, drawn to the light and movement. 

Taking care not to damage anything, the light-footed adventurers descended the 
animated mound, and followed a tunnel full of swirling shadow to there the dragon 
indistinctly reposed on a much bigger mass of animated knowledge.  

What Dreams May Come 

They could sense the dreaming dragon suffusing the horde of knowledge and story, 
and they descended out of their reality into the dragon’s dream. They found Her. 
Calendel had looked under Wyrms in his Book of Etiquette and knew she would like a 
book as a gift, and fortunately Annonciade had remembered to bring one of the 
Zomokite books stolen from the Crush Depth temple.  

In the surreal and impossible dream, Annonciade bonded with a cheerful kobold-ish 
animated cookbook. Acres of Shadow licked their book gift, absorbing it instantly. 
They name-dropped Torrain, who apparently had some sort of relationship with the 
dragon that amused Her. The dragon was intrigued that Calendel was the bearer of 
the book of Zomokite contracts, and Calendel freely offered it to her as its bearer; 
she agreed that was worth waking up for. She told the adventurers they could each 
take one of her “books” from the dream; two for Annonciade, because she had made 
friends with the journal and that one was extra (the other one was the Epochal 
History she bonded with.) Calendel accepted a book about Silamos.  

Return to Dolmen Keep 

The adventurers hustled out of the dragon’s lair, timing their rush with the winds; the 
dragon breathed in profoundly to wake, and in breathing out provided a push of air 
that helped them up the shaft. The mithril line was blazing as they headed out into 
open air, and the freaked-out green cougar escorted them back. 
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They saw, for one moment, the majesty of Acres of Shadow silhouetted against the 
sun; wings made of spells, flesh an impossible swirl of ideas and dreams and stories 
and armor and meat, bones of the world flexing under Her arcane power. The 
moment passed, but they were dizzy with Her aura. 

The elfmaid was overwhelmed with strange stress, emotion, and… hard to know 
what her deal was, but she was dazed and tense and satisfied all at once, her horns 
ablaze and her flesh provoking her glade pool to bubble wildly. The adventurers 
collected their wizard and headed back to Dolmen Keep as the tasloi squealed and 
scrambled around in the woods, digging to escape the sky. Some of the majesty clung 
to the adventurers like a fog, and nothing disturbed them on the return trip. 

Safe at Last 

The riddled hill upon which Dolmen Keep perched was shrouded in a strange mist as 
they approached. The sun was fading behind an eclipse, and the woods were 
panicked with tasloi losing their composure. All the keep’s inhabitants had pulled 
back to the hall, but Sir Carnifex had assured them that this was part of the elven 
solution to their tasloi problem.  

Still, he had a private conference with the adventurers to find out what happened. 
They went to look at the Book of Power, the Zomokite bargain tome Calendel left in 
the keep. It was locked in the vault, so Sir Carnifex went down to get it; the vault was 
filled with strange shadow that behaved in odd ways, and the book was gone. 
Calendel felt that was fine, as the dragon likely collected it with his permission. He 
felt a certain empty ache from the loss of the Book, he had surrendered it and was no 
longer its bearer. 

Can’t We All Just Get Along? 

Tensions were mounting upstairs. By the time they wiped the shadow from their hair 
and clothes, and schooled their shadows into behaving themselves, argument had 
escalated between the Strikers and the hill folk. With the imminent danger of the 
tasloi dealt with, the Strikers wanted to kill the hill folk for wiping out their 
communities when Tollfree was coordinating their violence. Wyatt, Sir Carnifex’s son, 
was doing his best to keep the peace. Kestrel stepped in to help. He leaned on his 
relationship with Serako, whose life he saved, asking him to step up and simmer this 
down. Serako agreed, growing into a leadership role and toning down his people’s 
urge to provoke or fight back. 
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After all, Sir Carnifex was trying to bring law and order to the wilderness, and the 
defenders here were the beginning of a new settlement. They had to learn to live 
together, or leave, and this was an early challenge of leadership. 

The adventurers managed to sleep that night, even with all the weirdness rustling 
around in them from stress and surreality. They dreamed. In the aftermath of the 
eclipse, even Greenfellow the Troll put his sword through the meat of his arm and 
snored all night.  

Fortress in the Sky 

There was a rumble in the night, and they could not tell exactly what happened until 
morning. The compromised hill finally gave way and collapsed; it was 40 feet down to 
the surface of the ground, and 60-70 feet down into the crater below the castle. The 
fort hung in the air. 

Greenfellow the Troll jumped down and helped drag some of the savaged trees 
around the fort over to build something, and those in the keep knotted ropes 
together to create a way down. The adventurers helped with the effort, except for 
Annonciade, who immersed herself in her new history book, her alarm and panic 
rising as she began to understand it.  

The first day’s effort building access to the keep feel into the crater, but the second 
day got some basic up and down options in place and it was time for the adventurers 
to move on. They generally decided to head for Skullport, for a variety of reasons. 

 

Session Thirteen 

A Whole New World 
 
September 13, 2019 

Thus Begins Arc 2. Level check: Annonciade 16, Søren 13, and his henchman Kurzol 3, 
Kestrel 14, and Calendel 11  

As the adventurers (Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, and 
Calendel) sailed back to Skullport on the Boo Boo Box captained by Captain Glen 
Madeit, Annonciade dug into her Book of Power and discovered the disturbing story 
of the world. 
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They made landfall during the Festival of Ruins, a week when the licensed 
necromancers of the city rounded up the restless dead in the Ruintown and use them 
for labor on civic projects like shoring up walls, clearing debris, and other back-
breaking work. Massive rituals stir up the dead, and this is traditionally a difficult 
time for the other inhabitants of the city, so the ancient tradition is for the leadership 
to throw a massive party with free food, drink, and entertainment, and also suspend 
sex laws for a week. 

Pelican’s Nest 

They tracked down Pelican, a fence serving nobles and veterans with antiques and 
rare valuables. He was fishing with bombs, but very glad to see them; when they 
joined him in his half-wrecked warehouse, they discovered in spite of his poverty-
stricken exterior he was doing quite well for himself and generously willing to share 
his profits if they would do a job for him. He invited them into chambers connecting 
to the underground next door, probably formerly a tomb; he had a lot of wealth 
down there.  

They agreed to help him sort out a blood druid causing trouble in the slaughterhouse 
area, so he threw a little feast for them. His halfling cooks, Happy and Pipster, were a 
bit drunk but still great chefs and hosts. 

Who Broke the World? 

After supper, Annonciade told them of what she learned in her book. This world, the 
Thesmalian Prime, was an abandoned battlefield of the gods with some of their 
weapons left where they fell. When the mad king bargained with Zomok to gain the 
power to fight the gods themselves, Zomok transplanted the city of Solako to this 
much smaller dimension and granted him the ability to seal the dimension off from 
cosmic influence; however, if he did, then he and all his people would die. So the king 
kept the channel open but filtered the energy through the glyphs of what became 
the Templar order. The king himself became immortal, and after the Templar slew 
avatars of Faleeshi and Lunestra and 2 others, then they made peace with the rest 
and withdrew somewhat, leaving the clerics to carry on their traditions and suppress 
remaining godslaves. 

Remembering the Oubliette 

They visited the Oubliette, entering through Granny’s Bookstore. They noticed she 
had a massive pet bat, and several other enchanted animals, including a lizard sitting 
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on her head watching her knit. Passing through into some catacombs repurposed for 
storage, they found a homonculus who led them to a locked door and went to fetch 
someone to let them in. While they waited they chatted with an animated skull, who 
promised to let them through the door if they polished his dusty skull; Annonciade 
did, and the key under the skull worked on the door. They continued, finding an 
apprentice studying in a deep vault. They startled him, but he agreed to take them 
the rest of the way to the Oubliette. 

Annonciade had a word in private with Gennara, the Silamosan curator of some of 
the Oubliette’s secrets. Annoncide wanted to join the Balance Actors; Gennara 
observed she was qualified to try out, and asked if she would accept a Harrowing. 
She agreed.  

Calendel renewed his association with Gennara. He asked her about other 
Silamosans who might help him better understand how dancing in the shadows 
would play out, and she told him of Annalise, Oracle of Silamos. Annalise was a organ 
player and maintainer in the Crater Theater off Jawbone Lane. Gennara advised 
caution, as Annalise was an incorribible poisoner (though the usual consequence was 
curses or being paralyzed and used as a stage prop in the theater for a while.)  

The others watched some underground theater celebrating the Festival of Ruins, and 
eventually they all found their way back to Pelican’s nest. 

The Blood Druid 

Later they spoke with Pelican, who told them more about Nelyvin, the Blood Druid 
holding the Shiv Shank Slaughterhouse in a gory grip of fear. Clearing him out would 
ease restrictions on a number of criminal enterprises meant to be free-flowing. The 
adventurers agreed to take him out. 

 

Session Fourteen 

The Shiv Shank Damnation 
 
September 20, 2019 

The adventurers (Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, and Calendel) 
sought out information on the Shiv Shank slaughterhouse. They found Zeke, Sultan of 
Clogonia; the mechanic was famed for his intimate knowledge of the drainage 
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systems of the slaughterhouse, but he was missing both legs and most of his arms. 
He was suspended in a rail and chain suspension system at the back of a local seedy 
tavern, but he was willing to work with them on taking on Nelyvin, the Blood Druid 
lairing below the slaughterhouse. 

Discussing options, they settled on setting off a big distraction with a deception. The 
shadowy owners of the slaughterhouse promised that at some point they would set 
fire to the metal roof of the slaughterhouse as a signal that they were ready to turn 
over the deed to the slaughterhouse to whoever could go inside and claim it in spite 
of all obstacles. This promise was significant because thousands of gold coins had 
been spent building and maintaining a cleaning system on the roof and fire 
suppression technology, including pressurized hoses drawing straight from the river, 
barrels of sand, alchemically treated liquid in water towers on the roof, and crews of 
fire fighters. 

The adventurers decided if they could leverage that rumor, they could get a lot of 
others tangling with the druid’s defenses and drawing him out so he could be shot 
down. They formed a plan, and spent four hours and a pile of gold coins preparing for 
the assault. 

The Approach 

Kestrel put on various disguises and traveled to several popular meeting places 
around the neighborhood, spreading rumors the owners were very sick and the 
battle for the contract was imminent. He was unexpectedly successful, pulling in over 
a dozen factions ready to do some bloody knife-work for the valuable ownership 
documents. 

They knew they’d have to be careful. As Kestrel was spreading rumors to one faction 
of criminals, they slathered themselves with a horrible concoction that would hide 
their scent from the magical dogs with human hands, rats with human faces, and 
birds with red feathers that served the blood druid. He fed the animals brains to 
make them smart enough to spy for him, but this gunk would suppress their scent 
and give them a chance at stealth. He got some for Annonciade too.  

Annonciade worked with Zeke to repurpose a scroll case to look fancier and 
defended, and also put together a cage on a chain. Together, they identified a spot 
on the roof that was vulnerable to creating a fire that would spread fast. Calendel 
bought some armor piercing sharktooth arrows crafted by the Shia cannibal tribe. He 
also got some fire arrows. Søren made contact with the Acme Divers, a bat-wing 
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assault team contracted by a local Tower Guild, and got into their good graces 
enough to get some magical glider wings with a temporary magical charge. 

Annonciade led the way, picking locks and choosing the route, and Kestrel 
accompanied her with the chain, cage, and contract. Sneaking through the horrible 
guts of the slaughterhouse, Annonciade sealed up the lower drains and broke the 
mechanism while Kestrel stealthed into position under the central armored box of 
the office suspended from the beams well above the killing floor, and attached the 
chain and cage and contract to the underside. He then moved to the top of the 
rafters, ready to follow Annonciade’s instructions for snapping open the emergency 
flush system that would drain the water towers above into the slaughterhouse. 

Attack on the Slaughterhouse  

Calendel fired a flaming arrow that penetrated the defenses an almost impossible 
distance away, lighting a large supply of barrels of animal fat scraped from the 
roofing and stored for removal, currently still on the roof. The fire spread so fast the 
barrels detonated, blowing a hole in the roof of the slaughterhouse and sending 
sparks far and wide to spread flame.  

Burning cattle stampeded, crashing through barriers and pouring outside, where 
animated trees from a local druid grove that was pissed off at the blood druid was 
making their move. The animated trees knocked the gates down as the 
slaughterhouse defenders, a hardened core of elites called Lifers who specialized in 
vivisection and each had at least one amputation, carved away to little effect. The 
halfling murder gang called the Carpet sent in their muzzled and starving berserkers 
with cleavers, cutting steaks off the defenders as the fire spread and the flaming 
cattle fell to their whickering blades. 

Meanwhile on the river a barge commanded by a necromancer who propelled it with 
swimming undead squared off with a barge of orc mercenaries who had a cannel 
down the middle of the barge with alchemical fire. Once that battle was underway, 
Calendel fired a flaming arrow and nailed the trench, sending flame roaring across 
the already-sinking orc barge. 

Inside, the biggest central drain was forced open by a rising and expanding dire 
otyugh. It opened its glistening maw, revealing the blood druid riding on its tongue, 
raised up towards the chained cage and its “contract.” The druid was protected by 
football-sized flying leeches, packs of which were forcibly draining unlucky invaders 
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who had already made their way inside. He brandished a heavy wrench mace, the 
Rod of the Crescent Moon. 

Kestrel flushed the water towers, and their liquid was chemically treated to turn fire 
into darkness to drain off its energy. As unnatural flame and darkness swamped the 
interior, Kestrel made good his escape.  

Søren zoomed towards the burning and crumbling side wall of the slaughterhouse 
with several other Acme Divers; the blood druid swiped at him and narrowly missed. 
The divers tried to cut the chain and make off with the whole cage, but the cut failed 
and they were battered by running into things that didn’t give.  

In all the confusion, Annonciade stealthed out of the shadows of the machines and 
fired a magnificent killing arrow at Nelyvin the Blood Druid, right between his 
defending flying ticks. He collapsed, and as the ticks drained his corpse, the dire 
otyugh swept the whole mess into its mouth and swallowed them. 

Annonciade raced over to the scene of the attack and retrieved the Rod of the 
Crescent Moon, and Søren managed to swoop and catch her up from the billowing 
supernatural darkness, flying out of the rapidly deteriorating situation inside the 
slaughterhouse. 

The Escape 

Both Søren and Annonciade sacrificed some of their life energy to keep the magical 
wings functional long enough to soar to the rendezvous place on an overlook on the 
cliff above. Three full battalions of orcish city guard were assembled to mop up 
whatever factions survived the clash below, and the adventurers were keen to slip 
through that net before it closed. 

Calendel fired an arrow with a spidersilk cable, and as the arrow zoomed down 
Kestrel poured on speed in a sprint and leaped, running up the spidersilk in an 
impossible feat of balance and poise and strength, leaping to catch the cliff as the 
arrow dislodged from the shrine tower far below. 

Victorious, the adventurers donned the new cloaks they put aside to cover their 
battle-stained garb, and they retreated from the slaughterhouse row. 

Rewards 
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The Pelican was delighted to see them return, and they were each given 500 gold and 
a favor (or more money.) Each of them wanted a favor. 

 Kestrel: fence his Templar gear for a good price, and look into any credible 
rumors of an artifact in need of a bearer. 

 Calendel: intro to Annalise that might forestall poisoning. 

 Søren: a scroll with magic lore on how to upgrade the Shield spell to work on 
others. 

 Annonciade: a cloak or other object that allowed its bearer to climb like a spider. 

The adventurers proceeded to carouse for two solid days, an in-house party thrown 
on their behalf by Pelican while he worked on their list of rewards. 

Granny’s Bookstore 

Two days later they groggily came to their senses, and since Pelican wasn’t back, they 
went back to Granny’s Bookstore. Calendel acquired the bat as a companion; his 
name was Femur, and Calendel was given the magical secret for bonding with him. 
Calendel did give up some of his blood, which was injected into a magical peach for 
unknown purposes. 

Søren wanted a familiar, and Granny (who was very protective of her crochet basket 
and warned them to leave it alone) got him an elven horned owl named Swiftfell who 
bonded with him by tearing out one of his wisdom teeth with her beak. Elven horned 
owls have ambiguous bones, a third eye in the back of their heads, and actual horns 
that messages can be tied to. 

Meanwhile Annonciade did some reading in her Book of Power about the Rod of the 
Crescent Moon. It was associated with the Zadabad Treasure Vault, and it apparently 
allowed passage past the Obsidian Guardian. 

They returned to the Pelican’s Nest to find that his employees were worried for him, 
and now he was missing proper. They realized his first move was to fence Templar 
gear, and decided he might need some rescuing from a prospective buyer. 
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Session Fifteen 

Where’s the Birdie? 
 
September 27, 2019 

The adventurers (Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, and Calendel) 
knew they needed to find Pelican, so Annonciade checked around and located some 
contacts who were associated through her Oubliette connections. The adventurers 
went to the Rookery, a tavern built on top of another building, held up with cabling 
and walkways attached to other nearby buildings, in the Knotswarren district. There 
they met with Kirkvenn, their leader, and his pet tarantula Ernest.  

Kirkvenn said Pelican probably went to talk to the Scythe Slayers, hooded killers who 
were a rival band of assassins. The price of his assistance was a promise to tell him 
anything they told the Scythe Slayers. He directed them to the Spinnerette Tower, 
where Kenshella presided over the killers. He sent Kip with them as a guide, and sent 
his pet tarantula along to speak for him (in a way) and so the Scythe Slayers knew he 
was asking them for a favor, an audience. 

The Spinerette Tower 

They arrived and checked in with the armored orc door guards, noting a noble’s 
entourage patiently waiting in the same area. Once they got into the weirdly organic 
structure, they saw a number of prisoners restrained and suffering awaiting 
judgment from the Scythe Slayers. They met with Kenshella and her followers, and 
she said they could have Pelican back if they indicated the location where he got the 
goods he was trying to fence. Annonciade marked the location of the Lightning Vault 
on the map, and good as their word, the Scythe Slayers gave them Pelican, only 
lightly poisoned. 

They returned to the Rookery, and told Kirkvenn about the Lightning Vault. Then they 
headed back to Pelican’s headquarters. 

The Sackstabber and Annalise 

Pipster’s second cousin was Greta Sackstabber, who was a cook in the employ of 
Annalise, the Silamosan oracle that Calendel wanted an introduction to meet 
(without getting poisoned.) Pelican sent Wren to guide them to meet with her. 
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Annalise was an organ player at the Crater Theater off Jawbone Lane, famous for 
poisoning most people she met. Predictably, Greta Sackstabber lacked charm and 
was very busy, but she agreed to take them to meet with Annalise. The Oracle was 
working the organ, but took a break to talk to Calendel. She liked the cut of his 
shadow, and she assigned one of her shadows to go with him and teach him the 
tricks of the trade; she sealed the deal with a closed-eyes kiss, and when Calendel 
opened his eyes he had kissed the shadow that was now temporarily bonded to him.  

More Gifts! 

Annonciade got a slave bracelet that looked like dew on spiderweb, that allowed her 
to do wall crawling and shoot out short web strands for three-dimensional 
movement (courtesy of Pelican paying his debts.)  

Annonciade spent some of her gains to purchase Zhadum the hypnotoad, a peculiar 
beast that fed on stray thoughts and the rustle of time eroding life from flesh. She 
got a toadleather glove with Zhadum that allowed her to have empathic 
communication and some authority in working with the rare hypnotoad. 

Søren got a book from a Tower Guild that outlined the needed modifications to 
create magical shields that could be put on other people. He got the scroll from 
Tormil the Spherical, a wizard with a black sphere for a head whose sanctum library 
was decorated with purple crystal. He was relentlessly pretentious, complete with a 
magical disk elevator, but he offered a good deal on the magic. 

Kestrel got a big payment for the Templar gear, which he put into the adventuring 
group fund for travel and such, about 2,000 gp. 

Kurzol requested a lump sum for money owed him from Søren and he blew it all in 
taverns and shops. (His employer leveled him, so now we know he has 4 Wounds and 
he is an experienced sailor.) 

Backgrounding the Zadabad Treasure Vault 

Combining research and inquiries among freelance shipping, they checked out what 
it might take to visit the Zadabad Treasure Vault that was the home of the Rod of the 
Crescent Moon, the heavy mace taken from the Blood Druid. The vault was on 
Kalmatta Isle, in the territory of the former Darvasia empire in the Gemlit Sea. 
Slizardians broke the empire over a century ago, and it never recovered.  
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Local features to Kalmatta included the Damned Cays in the Plague Waters, where 
Sindalore the plague colony once received victims of the Vermilion Ague. The 
settlement became famous for its silverwork, as a number of silversmiths contracted 
plague and were isolated there but did not die. 

Another local feature was the Shackles, islands in the Brackish Bay famed as a 
traditional spot to maroon pirates near survival essentials but beyond their power to 
escape.  

The adventurers decided to pursue passage to the Stonegods, a number of small 
islands clustered together off Kalmatta’s shoulder, each one featuring a single giant 
stone head protruding from the earth. The cover story: they were scholars doing 
research on this intriguing archeological site. 

The adventurers secured passage with Captain Brun of the Wave Wolf, arranging for 
sailing for 2 weeks to get there. They also bought comfort kits, preparing for the 
voyage. They decided to handle this personally rather than mounting an expedition 
with bearers and scouts and piles of supplies, pack animals, and the logistical 
investment. They would find the site with their own ingenuity, and reward 
themselves with what they could carry out. 
 

Session Sixteen 

Violent Luggage 
 
October 4, 2019 

The adventurers (Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, and Calendel) 
met up with Valdis, who caught up to them from kicking around Elbow Creek with 
her shocker lizard ally Ohmsa. Valdis asked the first wizards she saw whether they 
knew where Søren could be found, and she discovered the Arcane Divers who took 
him along on the assault on the Blood Druid. They pointed her to Pelican, and she 
met up with the other adventurers.  

Voyaging to the Stonegods 

While Valdis’s pet Ohmsa made himself at home in the twin mouths of the 
enchanted figurehead of a two-headed snarling wolf, the adventurers met a 
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pterodactyl wizard named Gansel, who handled scouting and magic for the Wave 
Wolf and its captain Brun. Gansel had his own built-out crow’s nest for a cabin. 

The ship would need a restocking on the way about a week end. A storm blew up, 
and the Wave Wolf ran before it, but was overtaken. The adventurers pitched in and 
helped out, keeping the ship from being broken by the storm, and when they were 
engulfed they were prepared to survive the massive storm, protecting each other 
from the waves trying to wash them overboard. Helpful porpoises nudged some 
drowning sailors back to the ship, minimizing the bodycount. 

When the storm quieted, Gansel was the only one who could determine their 
position, as he was an expert on reading the stars. He explained they were in the 
Monuments, way off course; it was on these isles that the sorcerers of the Darvasia 
Empire lay their honored dead to rest, or contained their cursed victims. Also, some 
of the supplies washed overboard or were spoiled with saltwater from the violent 
storm. The ship’s only hope was to put in at one of the Monuments and get fresh 
water and food. 

Crocodiles 

They approached an island, guided by Gansel. Preparing a sortie, the adventurers 
called for volunteers to come along. Gansel did not want to, as he was too vital to the 
expedition as the starseer, but he was persuaded to scout for them. Of the sailors, 
the only one willing to go along was Disaan, who was smitten by Calendel’s good 
looks. 

Relying on Kurzol’s expert sailor skills and with Valdis and Kestrel on the oars, the 
longboat made it to shore and loaded up the kegs with freshwater. Scouting, 
Calendel saw some big gators in the swollen river flowing from the island’s interior, 
full from the storm. The adventurers decided to hunt gators for meat for the rest of 
the trip. 

Calendel climbed into a tree a ways upstream, sniping gators; he had a likely target, 
but after he shot the six footer, a sixteen footer bit it; Calendel shot it, angering it, 
and it headed downstream to where the rest of the adventurers waited. 

A wild fight followed, with Søren casting shield on Valdis, Kestrel, and Annonciade as 
they dealt with the charging monster, Kestrel holding its attention as the others 
flanked and dealt with tail attacks. Kestrel’s magical energy shield was crushed in the 
gator’s jaws, but working together the adventurers brought the mighty gator down. 
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Disaan was an expert in skinning and preparing meat, so they got much of the meat 
pulled out and some rudimentary processing done as they fought off big, aggressive 
vultures. 

On the way back to the ship, waves flipped the boat once, costing over a hundred 
pounds of gator meat, but they got enough food and water to the ship to handle the 
rest of the trip to the Stonegods. 

Session Seventeen 

Gates of Kalmatta 
 
October 11, 2019 

The adventurers (Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, Valdis, and 
Calendel) were aboard the Wave Wolf when Gansel, the pterodactyl wizard, sighted 
land. The crew was excited, and they pressed on. Rather than stopping at the 
Stonegod Isles, they sailed between them to the mainland of Kalmatta, to get wood 
to repair the ship properly, and resupply. Repairs could be underway while the 
“scholars” did their “research.” 

Using Captain Brun’s spyglass, Calendel’s elf eyes scanned the shoreline. The ship 
sailed along a bit, past hills and crags, to a lowland jungle area with a broad beach. 
The adventurers formed an advance party to make sure the site was relatively safe, 
then half the crew came ashore to start cutting down trees. The adventurers found 
water, then sent a note back via owl to the captain, that they were going to take a 
look at the tallest peak around, probably an extinct volcano. 

Femur, Calendel’s bat, was delirious with the thrill of hunting exotic jungle bugs. 
Ohmsa, Valdis’s lizard, gleefully shocked the underbrush in pursuit of exciting new 
snacks. Swiftfell observed, aloof and generally indifferent to the change in scenery. 

Søren sensed magic simmering in this place, and Annonciade’s hypnotoad Zhadum 
was alert (deeply unusual) because he sensed something primordial here. They 
continued on, overnighting in the jungle, undisturbed by any real threat. Annonciade 
foraged for food among the plentiful fruits and berries, using her knowledge of 
monsters and their habits to identify some food that was unlikely to be toxic. 

On the second day they found the edge of the jungle where it met some grasslands 
at the base of the volcano. They also discovered an old road marker indicating this 
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was the way to the “Shrine of Dreams.” They followed the markers, relying on 
Calendel’s sharp elven senses to pick out the overgrown markers.  

The Shrine of Dreams 

They found the shrine, a simple single-room building with a stylized statue of a 
slizardian and the outline of a circular gate. The palm of the statue had a shape that 
fit the head of the Rod of the Crescent, and the statue hummed slightly. When 
Annonciade put the rod to the peg and turned it, the gate filled with a watery energy. 
They also discovered the gate lasted only a handful of seconds after the rod was 
removed from the peg, closing on its own. They opened the gate again. Kestrel and 
Annonciade went through to scout. 

They both had the sense that some safety mechanism kicked in and protected them 
from experiencing the transit, so it was as though they stepped through a door. 
However, the hypnotoad was energetic and squealing with too much energy; using 
the glove, Annonciade got the sense that he touched the foundation of the world and 
was overflowing from the discharge, and if he touched that power again he would 
burst (he was almost bursting now.) 

The shrine with a gate where they were now had a statue of a woman with bat wings 
and fangs, and from the doorway they saw they were on a different mountain with a 
different view, and a couple settlements about ten miles away. Carvings indicated 
this was the Shrine of Secrets. Kestrel went back through to get the others. 

The Second Step 

This time when Kestrel entered the gate the safety did not kick on, and he 
experienced the journey. He felt his flesh and consciousness leave reality, intermixing 
with something ambiguous in a sea of energy, sucked through an impossible state; it 
was a salmon cannon for the consciousness. When he re-formed and exited, he was 
struggling with his perceptions. 

The magic that transformed him from a bird to a human many years ago during the 
war also locked away his previous experience because his consciousness could not 
expand to hold the experience of being housed in a bird’s brain and body, and also in 
a human brain and body. Having been pushed outside reality and reshaped in 
another way, the old patterns were unlocked, and experienced birdform memory 
simultaneous with his current capacities and senses; it threw him for a loop. 
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Kurzol stayed behind to guard him, and the others used the gate to join Annonciade 
on the other side. Concerned about safety, power consumption, and monster 
attraction, Kurzol decided to close the gate behind them. 

The Shrine of Secrets 

Now that Calendel’s elf senses and spyglass were with them, they could see that to 
the south was a ramshackle village with a sloop and a galleon at anchor in a small 
bay. To the northwest, an isthmus with a palisade and more primitive but sturdier 
buildings. 

They also found a waymarker like they followed to the other shrine, but it was more 
elaborate, indicating this was the “Path of Mourning” (or “morning”, the translation 
wasn’t obvious.) 

Ohmsa, the lizard, was going rigid and sleepy and warm. The scholars consulted, and 
realized that cosmic energy roused these lizards from dormancy, and it must be 
Templar glyph energy that disarmed them and returned them to their stone egg state 
as they were in the Lightning Vault. Annonciade communicated that abstract idea to 
Zhadum, who clumsily crawled onto the senseless lizard and unloaded the excess 
discharge from the gate travel, from outside the filtration of the gate. Ohmsa 
immediately showed signs of returning to consciousness and mobility. 

The adventurers planned to wait out the night and see if Kestrel would rejoin them in 
the morning. Annonciade studied in her book, for she had seen symbols like the ones 
on the marker there. She discovered that when the immortal First Templar, Saint 
Bastion, Father of Code, withdrew from civilization, he labored to design a glyph-
focused channel so the cosmic spark could flow free of the influence of the gods. A 
“term of art” in this experimentation–Zadabad, the “Well of Worlds.” Could the 
treasure vault be a test site for the reality-bending dimensional connection the 
Father of Code used to isolate Thesmalian Prime? Did the immortal come here and 
compel the local populace to assist in this cosmic experiment five centuries ago? 

Disturbed by all this energy, Søren meditated to understand it better, and touched 
on the idea that the knob the rod turned could also be receptive to his spell energy; it 
was a transformer, adjusting from one kind of energy to another, connected to a 
network of–something much bigger, a cosmic machine of some kind. The 
implications were enormous, and unsettling. 

A Blur in the Night 
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Kurzol was not keen on going through the gate, expecting a bonus for that 
unreasonable risk. He figured Kestrel was going through something weird, and took 
care of him while guarding the shrine. Deep in the night, the jungle noises stopped, 
and there was a high-pitched whine or buzz. An indistinct feline monster approached. 
Rather than face it, Kurzol activated the gate, but he could not muster the nerve to 
enter on his own. Kestrel inspired him and offered courage, and they went through 
together. 

They entered the Shrine of Secrets facing off with the rest of the adventurers, who 
were ready to fight whatever came through. Most were relieved it was the rest of the 
party, except Valdis, who demanded to know who closed the gate. Kurzol did, so she 
punched him hard, then Søren told Kurzol not to fight (which seemed to Kurzol a 
delayed sentiment.) Kestrel also wanted to be punched, as his body was weird and 
recalibrating, and Valdis was happy to oblige. 

The Path of Mourning 

The adventurers followed the “Path of Mourning” up, curving along the flank of the 
volcano, until they came to a bridge that had fallen through. Calendel fired a rope 
arrow across, and Kestrel strolled over to secure multiple ropes so others could safely 
cross. As Søren was crossing, a swarm of albino bats with roughly 4-5 foot wingspans 
swarmed up, and as Valdis reached the other side the bats were swirling all around. 
Somehow, the bats extracted threads of blood from those they surrounded, feeding 
from them and making them unsteady. Søren blasted them with magic, Calendel 
downed some with arrows, and Valdis encouraged her lizard to a mighty burst of 
electrical discharge that stunned some and drove the rest away. 

Calendel and Kurzol were the last two on the far side, and Kurzol’s nerves were shot 
staring down the chasm. Calendel managed to bully him into crossing, but Kurzol 
stammered something about deserving a bonus for taking that risk. 

The adventurers reached the end of the trail, a massive doorway carved into the 
mountain near the top. In the strange script of the locals, the entry was marked 
“Path of the Dead.” Apparently it was real. If the rest of the legend was also true, 
beyond they would find the Obsidian Guardian, and entry to the Sacred Valley, where 
the Zadabad Treasure Vault awaited. 
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Session Eighteen 

The Capstan 
 
October 25, 2019 

Splitting the Party 

A surprise rockslide caught Valdis and her lizard and sent them careening down the 
cliffside. Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, and Calendel 
continued on into the mountainside, steeling themselves to pass the first round of 
runes that drained their courage. They entered a big chamber with a shaft of light 
illuminating the Obsidian Guardian, a jackal-headed statue about ten feet tall but 
seated on a throne. The Rod of the Crescent placated the aware statue, and they 
circled the statue then continued through the passage, ignoring the side corridors 
and braving another set of runes across the doorway, exiting the pass in the valley of 
Zadabad. 

The Valley of Death 

Calendel’s keen elf eyes saw packs of jackal-headed monkeys with stingers on their 
tails. Also, the stone buildings were overgrown with jungle, and far above long snakes 
twisted through the sky lazily riding the updrafts. In the center, a massive black step 
pyramid dominated the landscape, no greenery daring to grow on it. Around the 
base, mounds of skulls, and fences of other bones woven together flanking the stairs 
up to the entry. 

Welcoming Priests 

The adventurers descended into the city ruin. As they followed the road, they saw a 
priest standing on the roadway staring into nothingness. They hailed him, and he was 
delighted and frantic to see them, running ahead to prepare. They followed him and 
found a scene of desperate hospitality as the priests prepared to cook skinned jackal 
monkeys for their guests, to prepare them.  

Quickly figuring out these crazed priests who seemed to be overflowing with life 
energy (to the wizard’s mystical sight) were preparing to kill and embalm them, they 
struck hard and slew the priests. Some of the impossibly hardy priests tried to 
channel divine energy, distracted by energy bolts and arrows. The adventurers 
efficiently butchered over a dozen priests, and upon seeing that the priests could 
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heal their own wounds, they lopped off their heads and piled the severed heads in a 
fire to slow down any regeneration. 

Into the Treasure Vault Necropolis 

Mounting the steps, they entered through the massive doors by using the Rod of the 
Crescent to open the way. They explored the living quarters where the priests slept 
sitting on meditation mats, their possessions hanging on the walls. They checked out 
the fungal garden where the priests grew their food and psychedelics, with an 
alchemist lab and tattoo corner with eye-bending designs painted on the walls. 

Ignoring the side passages, they confronted massive doors decorated with 
Thesmalian imagery and condemnation of godslaves. Breaching the doors, they 
warily entered a long chamber where an army of dead soldiers stood at attention in 
ranks, guarding the central pillar that squirmed with cosmic power. The adventurers 
walked past the ranks of the dead, rounding the pillar to find there was a throne 
carved into the back, and a man seated upon the throne. Opposite the man was the 
most impressive and warded pair of double doors. 

The Capstan 

The man on the throne revealed that he was the Capstan. Søren was shocked to 
realize that whoever sat beneath the glistening network carved into the back of the 
pillar over the throne could project consciousness and will through all the energies 
the control center touched; the teleportation gates between shrines, the army of 
undead, and far more besides, all through the dimension. 

The Capstan focused on Annonciade as though he expected her. He told her the 
moment of her Harrowing had arrived; she could become one of the Balancing 
Actors, but she would have to give up forever the opportunity to go through the 
doors behind her that led to the protected core of the Treasure Vault of Zadabad. 
After a moment, Annonciade accepted that price; the Capstan pulled forth a needle 
and touched her forehead, and her hair burned off as the First Sign was branded on 
the back of her skull. 

So That Happened 

The Capstan effortlessly revived the slain priests and put the adventurers in their 
care. The dazed adventurers left the Capstan’s presence, meeting with the respectful 
and calm priests, who fed them and sheltered them for the night.  
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They left the valley, escorted by priests until they reached the Obsidian Guardian. 
Leaving the holy valley, they discussed their next moves, and decided it was time to 
visit Tolfree’s prison vault. 

Session Nineteen 

The Stonegods 
 
November 8, 2019 

Previously, Valdis slid down the side of the volcano when the rock shelf at the 
entrance to the Path of the Dead gave way. She slid down beyond recovery, even for 
someone as agile as Calendel or Kestrel. However, she managed to halt her descent 
on the lip of a chasm. Isolated, most of her equipment and weaponry (including the 
Blade of Tolfree) lost in the chasm, she considered her options.  

Valdis’s shock lizard Ohmsa blasted, elsewhere on the slope, attracting the attention 
of a circling pterodactyl. Fortunately the flying dinosaur was Gansel, the pterawizard. 
He spotted Valdis and joined her on the ledge, casting a spell to render her levitating 
and weightless, then he towed her up to the entry to the Paths of the Dead. While he 
brewed tea, she attempted entry, but the dolmen entry was the exact image in her 
mind from the scary stories and folk art of the entry to the land of the dead from her 
people, and she sensed those she had slain waiting on the other side, ready for her. 
Struggling with her nerves, she joined the wizard for tea, and he asked her to watch 
over him as he slept. 

Gathering the Party 

The next morning, Annonciade, Søren (and Kurzol), Calendel, and Kestrel woke 
refreshed after the priests stood guard over them through the night. They traveled 
through the Paths of the Dead, leaving the Sacred Valley and the Zadabad Treasure 
Vault behind. They passed the Obsidian Guardian without incident, and startled 
Valdis as they exited the Paths. She was relieved to see them, but surprised to see 
that Gansel had moved along; at any rate, he was no longer there. 

They returned to the dangerous gap where they had previously used rope to cross, 
and Kestrel light-footed across and restored the bridge. Kurzol struggled with his 
nerve through all this, getting by on promises of bonuses and rewards for service 
above and beyond what you’d expect of a henchman.  
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Crowbros 

They followed the path back down to the shrine, and took the shrine gate through to 
the other shrine. Again, Ohmsa grew sleepy, and again, Zhadum vented excess 
cosmic energy into him. This time Ohmsa formed a bit of a crush on the hypnotoad, 
starting an irritating habit of foraging for tasty snacks and bits of brightly colored 
material as gifts for the disinterested creature. There were signs that the site had 
been casually clawed and marked by a giant cat-like creature, and Calendel decided 
on the spot that someday he would ride one. Calendel was also reunited with his 
very happy (and stuffed full of bugs) bat.  

As the adventurers crossed the grassy stretch by the edge of the jungle, they were 
accosted by hunched little crow people in cloaks and hoods, some with goggles or 
armor bits. The crowbros considered attacking them, but were talked out of it. 
Calendel’s bat was hanging behind him, and it stretched, so he appeared to have 
upside-down leathern wings; that was exciting to the squat little squabblers. They 
received gifts of coins; they didn’t have a way to spend them, but liked that they 
were shiny. Taken with the adventurers, they agreed to escort them back to where 
the sailors were turning them from “alive” to “delicious” (which makes sense if you 
eat carrion. One of them got a hank of Calendel’s hair to chew, and that was thrilling; 
he took a great interest in the elf.  

Crew of the Wave Wolf 

It was after dark when they emerged from the jungle to the work site where the 
pirates were toiling around the clock to knock down trees, turn them into lumber, 
replenish the ship supplies, and prepare to leave. Captain Brun seemed happy 
enough to see them; he was genuinely surprised when Calendel returned his 
telescope. His previous experience with elves had not prepared him for one keeping 
a promise.  

Annonciade and Kurzol helped out with the ship repairs and the adventurers and 
crew got some vigilant rest in before heading out to the Wave Wolf the next 
morning. They decided to visit one of the Stonegods, as per the original plan.  

The Stonegod 

They arrived in the afternoon, choosing one of the islands with a stone head fifteen 
feet or so tall to investigate. Annonciade sketched the giant stone head, Kestrel 
mounted it to gaze out from its high vantage point, Calendel studied its surface, and 
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Søren meditated in its presence trying to identify the strange flavor of energy it 
exuded. As Valdis was looking at its massive face, it grated and creaked slightly, 
moving. 

Startled, the adventures prepared for anything. The shiny obsidian eyes peeked out 
from under the rough stone lids, and the Stonegod spoke slowly. He was roused by 
the presence of “sparks” and he was vaguely surprised that he was not surrounded 
by a village or town, as was usually the case when he woke. The clever adventurers 
realized that “sparks” were gems; the Stonegod wanted to eat them for energy. 

His name was Solon, and he had been trapped for a long time; something about a sea 
witch curse. He offered them a secret. Valdis fed him first, and Kestrel decided to 
gamble and offered up a mass of gems from their cache. Solon invited Kestrel to put 
his head on the Stonegod’s mouth, and he planted a Secret in his essence–an 
essence that deepened his ability to see signs, so that he would also be an oracle of 
sorts. This bolstered Kestrel’s daring, and embedded weird knowledge. Valdis was 
given a lesser secret; she experienced a prophecy in the Stonegod’s mouth, that the 
underwater lightning would lead her to what is not a tomb. 

Their bargain complete, Solon shifted; apparently the stone head was connected to a 
lanky body over 70 foot long, and the Stonegod climbed up out of the imprisoning 
earth and waded out to sea. 

The Stonegod Crater 

The crater left behind was intriguing with otherdimensional shadows, and apparently 
some crystal material had built up around the quiescent Stonegod. Annonciade 
realized that the Stonegod was a Child of Mekk, a true ancient. Mekk was one of the 
primordial gods, who animated things by infusing them with energy. When Mekk was 
destroyed, the only way to bring life was through the power of Kamu, the god of 
blending, who would mix energy from things to create new things. The Children of 
Mekk began as life breathed into stone. 

Therefore the crystals would be valuable to those who built constructs or other 
mekkanical devices that were powered by fiat rather than blending. Gansel joined 
them, drawn by the spectacle of the Stonegod wading away from the island. Kestrel 
climbed down, loading up with crystals, and Gansel empowered him to levitate out of 
the hole with the full load. 

Calendel’s Dream 
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Fully within the shadow of the pit, Calendel had a moment; the world turned 
grayscale, he was alone, and a shifty white-haired fop stepped out of his shadow. He 
seemed to be speaking to a version of the shadow god Silamos, who was delighted 
with his work. Calendel’s shadow was sacrificed to Silamos, and he became a 
Silamosan Dancer. He gained the shadow borrowed from Annalise, the Oracle of 
Silamos.  

Securing Passage to the Isle of Sarban 

Their business with Kalmatta Isle concluded, they decided to investigate the treasure 
vault where Tolfree was freed from his undying prison. They would undertake the 
two week voyage to the Isle of Sarban. 

To purchase the Wave Wolf’s services, they offered Captain Brun (and Gansel) a mass 
of the Stonegod crystal. The captain agreed. (Each adventurer kept a small piece as a 
souvenir.) They weighed anchor and departed, headed for the other end of the 
Gemlit Sea.  

The Ice Cage 

Annonciade shared her research from pirate lore and the Epochal History. They were 
headed for the Isle of Sarban, in the Crag’s List Isles. There they would arrive in Port 
Dive Bar, a sort of neutral and seedy place famous for pearl diving locals. Their next 
destination on the island could be Sandleprint, a port city where the Frost Court 
ruled. The Winter Duke was the head of the Frost Court, supported by the Pale Vizier, 
a cleric of the Order of Plenty in service of Saint Garisand, Patron of the Harvest. The 
Frost Court stood in opposition to the Blood Kings, necromancer pirates with massive 
barges full of Strongback corpse rowers and in command of a dark force known as 
Writhers.  

The Pale Vizier would be a Funereal, the undead slayer clerics of the Order of Plenty. 
The Order was based out of a fortress built into the cliffs on the other side of the 
mountains, overlooking the sea but without a port. The Fallows Overlook was 
constructed with a secret task, according to the Epochal History; it was to protect the 
Ice Cage, deep in the mountains. Annonciade concluded that the Ice Cage matched 
the description of Tolfree’s prison. This lore and background was patchwork, and 
much of it was generations old, but the materials in Tolfree’s sketches and books 
matched with this location, and if it was indeed another vault (like the Lightning Vault 
and the Treasure Vault of Zadabad) they would discover secrets within that twined 
with the foundation of the world. 
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Voyage Into Fog 

As the ship sailed day after day, Kestrel had a few troubling dreams about fog, and a 
terrible danger within. He was patiently assured that with the region and the 
weather, fog was not a thing; yes, they were sailing towards a temperate clime, but 
conditions were such that they need not worry about fog. 

They found themselves in a fog bank. Consulting the Epochal History, Annonciade 
was concerned that it might be friction between one dimension rubbing against this 
one, and they should definitely sail clear.  

Valdis felt oddly hypnotized by the sightless and substanceless mass, and found 
herself remembering a story from her youth about a lighthouse, and something 
singing in the lighthouse; ghosts, perhaps. Those who answered, who drank in the 
fog and song, were destroyed. 

The first strains of singing drifted across the still waters. 

Session Twenty 

The Haven 
 
November 15, 2019 

Valdis, Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, and Calendel were 
aboard the Wave Wolf, at risk of becalming in a strange and unseasonal fog that 
Kestrel foresaw in dreams as a bad, bad thing. Valdis was alarmed by the lighthouse 
and singing, straight from a spooky story from her youth.  

Leeman, a superstitious pirate, blamed Kestrel for their misfortune and suggested 
their best course was to throw him overboard. The fog wants the dreamer, hand him 
over! He got some support among the crew, and Valdis and Kestrel were well 
prepared to deal with the threat, evaluating the entire crew for shark chum; the mass 
grave of the ocean was plenty big enough for everyone, and no tiresome digging was 
required. 

Annonciade insisted they turn right around and get out as fast as they could. There 
was some damage to the Thesmaelian Barrier here that could unravel and worsen in 
time, but it was not up to them to fix the world’s problems.  
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The adventurers found the captain and crew easy to convince, as Calendel appealed 
to their experience so far. The adventurers were lucky for the crew, and led them to 
wealth; why put that at risk? The pirates coaxed some movement from wind power. 
After a tense hour or so, they were clear of the fog. 

Port Dive Bar 

The Wave Wolf arrived in the Crag’s List Isles, and navigated to the Isle of Sarban. 
Rather than going straight to Sandalprint, the port governed by the Frost Court, they 
tacked north and weighed anchor off the coast by Port Dive Bar. They sailed in past 
diving platforms hosting parties, and when they came ashore they were welcomed 
by the dock master, mayor, and all-around official for the city: Chet. They paid a 
“docking fees” bribe for him to ignore any paperwork or inspection, and he invited 
them to the beach party already in progress. 

Calendel and Annonciade found shady spots out of the direct sunlight and waited 
until sunset. Valdis enjoyed the surf and made friends with an islander who had a 
mantis ray companion trained to be a living bodyboard. Chet shared one of his 
umbrella hats with Søren. One of the burly locals had a sling bag of a local fruit, 
cocomangos, and he shared drinks in the husks for free. A stonepig barbecue was in 
progress–a drumstick for everyone! Generally the locals were really friendly and 
relaxed. 

Chet did make an offhand comment that he looked forward to everyone getting 
along, it would be a shame to have to kill them all. The locals invited the adventurers 
to netfish and chill. 

The Stranger on the Beach 

One of the pirates got disgruntled by competition from another crew member over a 
woman, and the drink server (named Cocomango, after his favorite fruity beverage) 
stepped in to calm things down–the pirate stabbed him. Kestrel wasn’t having that, 
and murdered the pirate with a couple surprise stabs, challenging anyone else to 
misbehave and screw up the nice party.  

Captain Brun figured the pirate had it coming, most of them shrugged, but Kestrel’s 
enemies glowered. Kestrel used his healing skills on Cocomango, his new friend, 
while Valdis glowered at the troublesome pirates who still weren’t on board with the 
adventurers. Leeman mouthed off, and she gripped his shoulder to bruise it, 
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intimidating him. Søren casually followed up by putting a spell on Leeman so he 
would be a friend to Valdis, eager to please her. 

Maybe Things are Weird Here 

Understanding that this idyllic beach was too good to be true, the adventurers tested 
the waters. Søren asked about local dangers, discovering that big sea monsters were 
in “the blue water” further out from shore, there were flying fish big enough to 
decapitate sailors as they leaped over ship rails (usually escaping a surfacing monster 
below), and there were some local adventure opportunities. A nearby cave was full 
of what the locals described as “medusa statues” but there was no monster still 
there. Also, a local geode cave was sparkly and a holy site for the Funereals, an 
undead slaying faction called the Order of Plenty, that came out for week-long 
spiritual retreats sometimes. 

The Funereals paid in part with enchanted stones that generated cold or heat. The 
cold stones were currently in the floor of the magical cocomango hut, and 
Cocomango carried one in his sling bag to keep the fruits cold. He happily showed 
them to Kestrel. 

Apparently the mayor, Chet, was ageless (or at least super old.) One of the locals 
explained that Chet had been in love with his grandmother, and since the local man’s 
daughter looked so much like her, maybe Chet would have a romance with her when 
she was old enough. Wouldn’t that be fun? 

Exploring 

Annonciade shifted around the settlement, scouting. She noted that there were only 
temporary structures on and around the beach, and pathways led back about a half 
mile to a stone structure that connected to underground passages. 

As the sun sank towards the sea, Annonciade and Calendel withdrew quietly from the 
festivities and headed into the stone building. She bore a Mark that made noticing 
her a challenge, and Calendel drew from his shadow powers to evade detection. The 
entry to the stone building had a long corridor, and several dog-sized rats were 
secured in the corridor to discourage local pests from intruding. The adventurers 
carefully slipped past them.  

A large interior chamber was designed as an audience hall, complete with stairs to a 
raised podium. The chamber was outfitted with makeshift and ramshackle beds and 
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furniture, mostly salvaged from ships; this was the central living area of the locals. 
Most of the multi-level exits were barricaded; not to prevent thieves or escape, but 
more like robust “baby gates” to keep people from straying out of the living area. 

They followed a corridor, finding the better-furnished living quarters of local 
important people, and the treasure room for the locals. It was fitted with modest 
wealth, mostly for trading, including the pearls the divers harvested. They also found 
a dusty unused chamber with a still black pool. Investigating further, Annonciade’s 
mechanical background and knowledge of runes informed her that the old writing 
(likely Templar era, but not Templar marks) was about barriers. Adjusting the 
moveable stone of the rim would also raise a pillar to waist height, and an 
indentation was made for an amulet or something similar, probably to activate the 
pool to be a portal or communicator. Calendel prodded the bottom of the shallow 
pool; maybe it would open if activated. 

The shadowy adventurers retreated to the main living chamber, and pried a gap in 
the barrier to go deeper into the underground complex. 

The Death Knight 

They found an alcove in the hallway with a skull inside. They touched it, and an 
apparition stepped closer to their reality, breathing cold into their space. The ghostly 
armored figure demanded to know if there was a threat to slay. They engaged in 
some chit-chat with the somber spirit, discovering that the death knight would slay 
anyone identified as a threat to the Haven and the Innocents. They affirmed that 
there was currently no threat, and the death knight faded back. 

Continuing on, they found a dank stairwell down deeper into the earth, but they 
turned back when they encountered the first of the spiderwebs. A fancy decorated 
corridor led to stairs to a meeting room with closed stone shutters (presumably to 
the surface of the mountain). Beyond that they found a tomb chapel. 

The Tomb of Thrones 

The barrel vault ceiling lent the chamber a sense of width. Six stone sarcophagus 
blocks were on each side of the room. They had grooves on the lids so arms and a 
back could be added, turning each coffin into a throne. The far end of the room had a 
dais with a massive throne, and alcoves in the throne back carved into the wall had 
12 skulls. Flanking the stone, supported with chains (but not restrained) there were 
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two objects. On one side, a long two-handed black sword. On the other, a black staff 
with a crystal head. They appeared to be easy to take. 

Annonciade studied over the ancient writing, discovering that this tomb was for 
leaders of the Blood Kings. She approached the throne and touched one of the skulls, 
waking the spirit within. 

Saintslayers 

The king formed on his throne tomb, pulling her closer to his resting place adjacent 
to reality so she could see and hear him, but Calendel could not. The resting king 
asked if the Innocents were threatened and it was at long last time; Annonciade told 
him the Innocents were not threatened. They had a chat. 

The twelve Blood King rulers interred here each had the distinction of being 
Saintslayers. The powerful necromancers each managed to slay one of the iconic 
Saints that founded the clerical orders that succeeded the era of the Templar.  

The conversation with the Saintslayer was difficult, as his information was centuries 
out of date and undeath was hard on lucidity anyway, plus he made references to 
things no longer commonly understood. Still, Annonciade got some general 
impressions. 

Apparently there was a complicated truce between the Blood Kings and the Frost 
Court that didn’t please either side; a truce resulting from their cooperation, 
deploying the Saint Slayers in addition to the other various forces employed to kill an 
avatar. The Blood Kings did not have access to their former stronghold, which was 
this Haven, but the Frost Court didn’t either. The role of the Innocents was unclear 
from the conversation. The sword and staff were revealed to be genesis artifacts, and 
the Saintslayer encouraged them to take the objects out into the world. Candidates 
would be attracted to their power, but unless they had the necessary compatibility, 
death would find each until the weapons bonded with the one who could grow into 
their power and be the next avatar of Nuzagoth, the Lord of Death. 

Annonciade let the Saintslayer go back to sleep, and in a brief consultation with 
Calendel, the adventurers decided to leave the weapons in the tomb. 

Chet 
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The adventurers decided to return to the others and share what they learned. As 
they climbed out through the barricade into the common room, they found Chet 
waiting for them. He asked where they went; honest, they told him they found the 
death knight and also the Saintslayer tomb. He shrugged, clarifying that if they 
wanted to take the weapons from the tomb he was fine with that. He was evasive 
when questioned about his back story, mainly revealing that he was here looking 
after the Innocents–but their role remained unclear. The adventurers also discovered 
Chet had a death knight at his command, invisible and quiescent unless summoned. 

The Ice Cage 

Annonciade pressed Chet for more detail about the Ice Cage. He told them about the 
war the Templar waged on the godslaves, and the way they slew Lunestra. The 
avatar fell in love with a shapeshifter, for the moon and the sea had ever been 
interlocked. The Templar caught her shapeshifting lover and imprisoned it in a trap 
she could not ignore, tormenting it.  

Only Lunestra could win through the defenses of the Ice Cage, and when she 
confronted her lover’s captors in the heart of the trap, they assaulted her with many 
various powers and warriors and weapons, including the Saintslayers. She was 
destroyed, and a certain balance was struck between the Frost Court and the Blood 
Kings. 

Now You Know 

Chet had no particular instructions or requests, he did not seem to prefer any 
outcomes to the current situation–just wanted an update. Wary, the adventurers 
withdrew back to the beach, where Kestrel had bedded down for the night alone 
under a boat, Valdis joined some new friends in a treehouse back from the beach, 
and the others were winding down. 

The next morning, over a breakfast of fresh-caught fish, the adventurers caught each 
other up and considered what to do next. A number of mysteries remained. 

The Order of Plenty and their Funereal undead slayers seemed awfully cozy with the 
Blood King necromancers, all things considered–their cooperation and war seem 
strangely intertwined. The terms “Innocent” and “Haven” seem to echo a prophecy, 
and that’s just uneasy when you combine Saintslayers (and add an avatar to the 
bodycount) but have such a casual site as Port Dive Bar. And what was Chet’s history 
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and role here? Why would death knights be at his disposal? How great was the 
military power of this site really?  

Maybe it was time to visit Sandalprint. 

Session Twenty One 

Sandalprint 
 
November 22, 2019 

Valdis, Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, and Calendel 
overnighted in Port Dive Bar before heading to Sandalprint. Annonciade agreed to let 
Chet borrow her Thesmalian History Book of Power; he wanted to read up on some 
things. He returned it, somewhat bemused, before they left. 

Sandalprint 

They arrived late afternoon. The port was a depression snugged against the 
mountain, as though a ridge of sand was trodden by a sandal. They saw crews of two 
ships playing tug-of-war, the losing crew paying for drinks for the winners; this sort of 
civilized struggle characterized the city, overbuilt with stone and statuary of grim-
faced saints and reapers. They found their way to “The Stadium” public house, with 
statues in alcoves all around it and a fighting ring in the center.  

Calendel cozied up to the elven bartender, Cirrus, and asked after guides to get at a 
location in the mountains besides the Fallows Overlook (home of the Order of 
Plenty.) The roads were watched, and miscreants observed, so Cirrus attempted to 
locate some help for them. He did send a drunk over to their table, but that wasn’t 
the kind of help they were after. 

Most of the adventurers turned in for the night after doing some peoplewatching in 
the public house common room. They saw some vicious bugbears drinking and 
skulking. (The term is “a slope of bugbears.”) Valdis honed her carousing game, 
taking on crowds of hopefuls in the fighting ring and winning some coin.  

Calendel ghosted about the darkened streets through the shadows, flanked by his 
shadow scouting for him. He glimpsed a shadowy reaper figure in an alleyway, and it 
moved on. It had echoes of a Silamosan vibe, but it was all wrong. He also discovered 
a camp of traveling people built around a gap in the wall out of the town, and in the 
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shadows there he discovered some crude enchantment traps to injure shadow 
creatures (while harmless to those who stay in their bodies.) Perhaps they were 
there to ward off the shadowy thing haunting the alleyways. 

Into the Mountains 

The next day the adventurers discussed next moves and decided to head up the 
mountain slopes in search of the Ice Cage. They passed through the traveling people 
camp, imposing with their weapons and numbers. As they headed out of town, they 
passed through bugbear territory and were stalked, but Calendel shot one, and they 
backed off without springing an ambush.  

They found the remains of a once-maintained stone road that had been pulled up for 
its paving stones to make houses in the bugbear settlement (and probably other 
settlements.) Following the remains of the road, they saw that a massive battle had 
occurred on the road at least decades ago (and more likely centuries.) The bodies 
and armor had not been recovered, but were rusting while intertwined with the 
roots of the trees and brush on the way. The scars of powerful magic remained. 

After an uneasy camp overnight, they continued their journey until they reached an 
impassible chasm and the stumps of where a bridge once spanned it. 

Crossing the Void 

Gansel the Pterawizard rejoined them, having kept an eye on them from a distance 
to assure they did not get into trouble without the Captain Bron getting fair warning. 
They consulted with him on the chasm, and he told them they probably didn’t want 
to cross; he knew a little of the history. 

The Templar and their allies needed to isolate Lunestra to slay her, and she 
responded to their trap along this very road. The Templar did not want to face her 
allies, so they needed to isolate her, and the road battle was intended to cut off her 
reinforcements without allowing her to retreat. The Templar had Lunestra’s shape-
shifting lover, and tortured it so she could feel its pain; it likely survived the end of 
the battle, insane and trapped in the guts of the mountain. Why investigate 
something so horrible? 

Setting aside his reservations, Gansel allowed the adventurers to persuade him to 
help them get across. They joined hands and he chanted a ritual to make them all 
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buoyant, then he turned into a pterodactyl and towed them across the chasm. He 
withdrew afterwards, intimidated by the place they wanted to visit. 

The Sniper Nest 

The adventurers proceeded along the road with caution. They found a narrow pass, 
smeared with fairly fresh blood; a stone shelf above was a sniper perch with an 
organized and tidy camp site and chests for supplies and such. They followed the 
blood trail to a cliff. The wizard’s owl scouted the bodies and brought back images. 

Tumbled broken corpses at the bottom of the cliff were naked, and there were a 
dozen or so–on a mound of corpses and bones. Hundreds, at least, were disposed of 
here. More shocking was the face of a corpse; it was Tolfree! Another resembled 
Chet! Also Gennara! That was not possible, but the features bore an uncanny 
resemblance.  

The Moon Gate 

Continuing on up the road, the adventurers found a massive gate. It was etched and 
fitted with supernatural metals, traced with odd patterns. It was a dimensional moon 
gate, its layers of reality shifting with the phases of the moon, impossible to batter 
through physically.  

Using Søren’s owl, they identified the current way through, and squeezed past. 
Beyond there was a rough tunnel into the mountain, formed by mighty and careless 
magic. Pressing on, they encountered Tolfree–or someone who looked just like him. 
Naked, out of his mind, and unsteady, the man spoke an accented and older dialect 
of Metrian. He was trying to find his way out, away from the Pit.  

They took him along, and deeper in found a naked woman who looked just like 
Gennara. She too suffered from confusion and memory loss, vaguely remembering 
that she once served in the shadow of the moon–and that she died… 
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Session Twenty Two 

The Ice Cage 
 
November 29, 2019 

Valdis, Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, and Calendel shivered in 
the darkness illuminated only by light-enchanted arrowheads, in the company of 
disoriented and confused body doubles for Tolfree and Jannara. Søren communed 
with his owl to try and get a sense of whether these specters were even real; indeed, 
they were flesh and blood humans. But they were unscarred and unbent by time or 
habit, new somehow. Sloppy overlapping glyph burns were invisible to the eye, but 
deeply marked the fugitives. 

The Pit 

The adventurers convinced their fugitive guides to take them to “the pit” that 
repelled them. Reluctantly, they traveled through the darkness until they reached a 
shaft down into the earth, surrounded by a balcony that sloped down towards it, 
with a pulpit on a protrusion to stand over the darkness. The walls seemed to be 
shaped by rapid ritual work, as the tunnels had been. Glyphs glowed with a violet 
light that hurt the head, curling down the sides of the shaft in a double-helix pattern. 
Some corrosive force rendered the walls flaky and filled the air with a haze of dust 
that was probably toxic. 

Dropping a glowing arrow down the shaft, they determined it was about 50 feet 
deep–and they had just enough rope to manage the descent. Kestrel also heard the 
doubles make an offhand comment that at least the screaming stopped for now. 

Annonciade used her magical bracelet to spider climb down the walls, careful not to 
slip on the loose stone of the shaft walls. Kestrel climbed down the rope. The others 
remained on their guard above. The Tolfree and Jannara doubles suffered from some 
random bleeding from the eyes and nose, dazed and in pain so close to the shaft. 

The low-ceiling cavern at the bottom of the shaft was filled with a mound of dust, 
and drifts of dust and ash. Calling out to see if the shifter was present, Annonciade 
saw the dust move as though something was beneath it. A general path was 
indicated, and she led Kestrel along it until they reached a break in the wall of the 
cavern leading to a lower area where pillars of shaped stone rose out of black water. 
The invisible and shapeless guide seemed to slosh an indication of a path in the 
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water. Reluctantly, the two adventurers followed into the knee-deep liquid, wading 
into the unknown. 

Ambush of Bones 

At the top of the shaft, the adventurers stood watch. They heard something 
skittering in the darkness from several entrances, so they were ready with a rolling 
wave of bones formed into a horrific mass rushed them. Calendel leaped down the 
rope with Søren at his heels while their guides ran screaming. Valdis and Kurzol 
withstood the rush of bone, and Valdis managed to batter it apart enough to crush its 
meaty center with the Rod of the Crescent Moon. Valdis and Kurzol headed down the 
rope with the others before they attracted more site guardians. Once they reached 
the bottom, they followed the tracks of the rest of the party. 

Communion 

Annonciade and Kestrel reached a gummy wall with many fist-sized holes where 
something forced its way through a weak spot. A mass of flesh-like material pushed 
through to form a torso-sized face modeled loosely on Annonciade’s features, but it 
could not manage to speak. It beckoned, and Annonciade approached and touched 
it, pulled into contact with its mind. 

The shapelessness extended past the flesh into the mind, so Annonciade spoke to a 
flawed mirror. The thing explained it was the part that could still reason, so if it was 
talking to her they should hurry, as the other part was “unsupervised.”  

Apparently the shifter had forced a passage connecting to the ocean. It could not 
escape, but it could draw in water and power from the ocean so it swelled and 
pressed hard at the bars of its cage. Speaking quickly, it asked Annonciade to find the 
“golden spike” that the Templar had, for if the shifter got that it could free itself. 

The Screaming 

The cavern started screaming. Mouths formed on the stone, and some substance 
roiled the water as it moved. Kestrel was debating what to do when Annonciade was 
released from the communion; they decided to retreat. However, without the 
guiding ripples, the way out was not clear in the shallow black water. They plunged 
on, feeling increasingly desperate. 
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Meanwhile the other adventurers ventured into the black water, calling for their 
allies, their shouts drowned out by the screaming walls. Søren bolstered the magical 
light, and it caught the eye of the others, who sloshed towards them. 

As the stone formed reaching hands and screaming faces that pressed out 
(sometimes melding into the stone columns) a fleshy mass rushed them. Søren’s 
magic tore it down, spraying them with the horrible interior fluids and gobbets of 
shifterflesh. Retreating as quickly as they could, they reached the chamber of ashes 
and dust. 

The powdery stuff was forming into the suggestion of helms and shields and armor. 
Weapons made of bones raised through the drifts. Templar shapes were forming to 
stand against the incoming walls of flesh; a shapeless defense taking form to contain 
a shapeless prisoner taking form to escape. 

As the adventurers climbed out of the shaft and fled, they realized that an inexorable 
wall of shifterflesh would build below, drawing on the full-moon energy of the ocean. 
It pushed out of its prison, extruding through the powdery defense chamber, 
pressing up past the glyph prison of the shaft, through the maze, to the Moon Gate. 
And whatever could make it past that was separated from the source, dazed, burned, 
harried, and tortured. The shapes the flesh took on were echoes of the dead Templar 
who were likely interred in the dust trap chamber, the shape sealed in place by the 
prison glyphs in the shaft. Their minds were disconnected and wiped by the trauma. 

The forms for the escapees included Tolfree, Gennara, and Chet, as well as one other 
they did not recognize. As the adventurers ran, they passed a slick of blood and 
slicing sounds in the shadows; the fugitives had likely been caught by bone guardians, 
their skeletons harvested for limbs. The adventurers did not investigate. 

Through the Moon Gate, they finally felt they could catch their breath. 

Sniper Ambush 

Weary and distressed, the adventurers discussed their next move. The afternoon was 
waning, and tonight would be the final night of the full moon. The agitation and high 
tide would likely combine to send a rush of shifterflesh through the defenses, so 
snipers would likely occupy the perch the adventurers found on the way in. They 
resolved to ambush the snipers to find out more. 
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They followed the path to the sniper ledge, intending to set up an ambush. They 
were not yet in position when the snipers strolled along the path; moving fast, the 
adventurers got out of sight, except for the owl. One of the snipers spotted the owl, 
so the surprise was not complete as the adventurers pounced. 

Five of the six snipers were downed in seconds, the survivor pinned down so he could 
not flee before Søren cast a spell on him to adjust his perspective to friendship. Søren 
led him away to answer some questions as the fighters undertook the vicious work of 
making sure the fallen were dead, stripping their corpses, and tossing them off the 
cliff. 

Snipers 

The adventurers were dismayed to find that the survivor was only 16. Of the slain, 
only one appeared to be older than a teen, and he was in his twenties. The sniper 
explained to Søren that the Order of Plenty tithed orphan and refugee children, 
raising them in their clerical tradition to battle the dead. The sniper and his cohort 
had won contests and competitions, they were bright and promising, and they had 
been sent on this detail as a test. They had to demonstrate the strength and resolve 
to kill people. 

Feeling disgust, pity, and rage in various degrees, the adventurers waited in the 
sniper perch with their new friend. He sang hymns to pass the time and strengthen 
his resolve.  

A Rush of Flesh 

Around midnight, when the moon was at its peak, the vague screams and thuds from 
beyond the Moon Gate resolved to a couple dozen escapees staggering into the night 
sobbing and hysterical. The sniper mastered himself enough to shoot some of them, 
retching afterwards. The adventurers also fired into the mass, dropping the blood-
slicked shifterforms with the cleric bows. 

Towards the end of the long night, Calendel approached one and pulled the arrow 
out, allowing the prisoner to escape. It was one templated off of a form that the 
adventurers did not recognize.  

Return to the Tower 
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After a rough night, they slept, then had a modest breakfast with their sniper friend. 
He was to return to the tower when the rush was complete. They decided to go with 
him. There were a series of towers on a road that eventually led back to the Fallows 
Overlook. The first tower was likely to have only a skeleton crew. Also, there was a 
sally port they could use to enter unobserved if they wished. 

Simmering with anger at the various secrets and practices of the Order of Plenty and 
their Templar progenitors, the adventurers accompanied their bewitched dupe 
towards the church soldiers entrusted with guarding the Ice Cage.  

Session Twenty Three 

Fog of Death 
 
January 3, 2020 

Valdis, Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, and Calendel  (along 
with their bewitched novice Banks) were camped, when Valdis woke up to stand 
watch and discovered Kestrel was gone and they were mired in fog. Looking around 
for Kestrel, Valdis spotted some fast-moving bugs the size of a marble; catching one, 
she held it up for inspection and it chewed its way free; she dropped it in a bag and 
whacked it on a rock, stunning it and cracking its carapace.  

She roused the others to take a look, and they looked it up in Annonciade’s book of 
power, revealing it was the result of a necromatic ritual where a slab of obsidian was 
cursed, then smashed, as part of a ritual; the gravel of shards animate to become 
obsidian beetles that dig into a victim and allow the necromancer with the attuned 
headgear to control the victim at a distance. 

Scouting the area with Swiftfell, his elven horned owl familiar, Søren reported that 
there were lights over the ridge. The necromancer and entourage were retreating, 
with Kestrel as their prize. 

Ambush 

Giving chase, they were gaining on the necromancer when they crested a ridge and 
were assaulted by a rearguard of armored corpses. The adventurers tore through 
them in short order, continuing their pursuit, but the retreating warband escaped 
into a heavily warded tunnel into the mountain. 
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Into the Mountain 

Examining the traps, Annonciade and Søren determined the statue may animate or 
shoot out a magical assault or curse or something; the way around it was to heft up 
some of the corpses and walk behind them, masked by their fading energies.  

While they collected the corpses they defeated in the ambush, Calendel attempted 
to shadowjump around the defenses. In the shadow, he was confronted by a dark 
mirror image of himself–and his shadow had his peerless reflexes, shooting him in 
the face. While he was knocked down, his shadow Illas took over and pulled his body 
out so he could heal; the arrow was more a magical attack than physical, and he 
managed to recover as the others returned with corpse covers. 

They continued past the traps, getting into the tunnel and following the funereal 
walk deeper in. This was apparently a place dedicated to Nuzagoth where corpses 
were prepared and laid to rest. Wall murals depicted the shrouded reaper waiting for 
all, the successful and failures, sick and healthy, violent and meek.  

They came to the end of the tunnel, shaped like birth canal to the afterlife, passing 
through the portal into a different state of being. It was trapped to crush any who 
attempted to pass. As Annonciade and Søren studied the trap, Calendel realized it 
was a trapdoor in the ceiling, and the door that appeared to lead out was a fake and 
a trigger. 

They failed to open the ceiling trapdoor by modifying Søren’s staff head with wire to 
conform to the necromancer’s staff head and tugging the concealed trigger. The trap 
activated. Annonciade used her spider climb bracelet to get up to the ceiling and 
yank on the trigger until it worked, and the adventurers narrowly escaped. 

Showdown 

The necromancer fled with Kestrel as his bodyguard, and the adventurers were 
confronted by the last of his armored henchmen. Calendel shadowjumped ahead to 
confront the necromancer, ending up between the necromancer and a corridor full 
of alcoves with armored figures. He had to deal with Kestrel, who was bodyguard to 
the necromancer. 

As the adventurers fought for their lives, Annonciade caught up to the necromancer 
and flanked him, so Kestrel could not protect from both the front and the back. 
Calendel slew the necromancer, disrupting the control, and Kestrel collapsed.  
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Rather than risk going deeper into the mountain, the adventurers concluded they 
had the treasure they sought; Kestrel, recovered. They withdrew, Valdis carrying the 
unconscious fighter.  

The Road to the Fallows Overlook 

Banks told them the tower on the road ahead would have a minimal crew, since 
other tests were going on in the Undercellar where novices were facing undead in 
real combat. He knew a back way in; the Death Maze, a boxy little compound behind 
the tower where some animated remains were kept, so initiates could be tested and 
exposed to undead with minimal risk. When not in use, it was quiet, and they could 
slip through and stay in a mothballed barracks.  

Søren reinforced the bewitching friendship spell as the cognitive dissonance of 
chatting with those who killed his friends threatened the magical hold, as Banks 
realized he would have to explain what happened to his superiors. Once gain in the 
grip of Søren’s spell, Banks regained his forced perspective, and the adventurers 
continued to the tower. They had no difficulty slipping in past the lazy remains and 
setting up for a night in the barracks. 

Pride (and face) wounded by his mirror self, Calendel processed those feelings as he 
split out a new shadow, Buddy. Buddy was very supportive, consoling him that he 
was in fact awesome and his mirror self was a jerk, nothing like the original; Calendel 
felt great satisfaction in knowing that his new shadow friend was going to work out 
great. 

Session Twenty Four 

The Golden Spike 
 
January 10, 2020 

Valdis, Annonciade, Søren and his henchman Kurzol, Kestrel, and Calendel  were 
settled for the night in the barracks under a watch tower on the road to the Fallows 
Overlook, accompanied by their spellbound victim Banks, a novice of the Order of 
Plenty. 

Valdis quietly approached Annonciade in the night, explaining that she had a possible 
plan for contacts in the Fallows Overlook–but if she approached with a group, even 
entering town in that way, she might spook them. She did not want to explain who 
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her contacts might be; apparently it was a sensitive matter. She struck out on her 
own, getting a head start. 

Kestrel woke, groggy, and the adventurers explained what happened. He got some 
rest to recover, and as he dreamed, he was in a grayscale underwater kind of murk; 
he saw the woman from his previous dream, dazed or unconscious, tied to the 
ground but floating. She saw him, and there was fear in her eyes; she began to 
struggle, and he was at the center of lighting. Looking down, he saw he gripped 
lightning in his fist–and he woke. 

Onward to the Fallows Overlook 

Banks robbed the tower kitchen for supplies, unseen. The adventurers headed out on 
the road, rather than going on the cablecar system suspended above the ground, 
easing transport of goods and people between the Outlook and the port.  

On the road they met a band of suspicious dwarves, and they saw pilgrims. They met 
Tymm the fey-touched wizard; he had one horn, hooves, a pot belly, he was scrawny. 
He used a spell to get woodland creatures to build him a hut for the night, and he 
was full of stories of the fey court and his dalliance with them. Apparently he lost a 
bet and had to take the court’s tribute to Fallows Overlook, then he’d shed some of 
the fey markings they inflicted on him as part of the deal (he lost a bet.) He went on 
about the underwater court and beauty of the neriads, and he had fairies in pouches, 
he made them arm wrestle as night time entertainment. Calendel and Søren shared 
his magical hut for the night. 

They passed the Granary, a major watch tower, and closed in on the Fallows 
Overlook a day later. After paying a leg tax of 1 gold per leg, they got into the city and 
checked in to the Storehouse, a massive circular building with five stories and a 
central shaft, where visitors were encouraged to secure lodging. 

The city bustled, unusually busy; asking around, they discovered the military arm of 
the temple was mobilizing and sending 1,500 warriors to the port of Fardellan, a port 
under attack by the Blood Kings. The High Clerist himself was going, and he would 
conduct a service at 10:00 the following morning before the military loaded up and 
headed out. 

The Library 
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After settling their gear, they checked with Banks to find out where the library was, 
so they could get some background. (They knew some about the Fallows Overlook, 
but wanted better information.) At the library, they negotiated with the staff to gain 
a pass; since the library was open noon to midnight, and it was about dusk, they 
traded a sack of Calendel’s Mekk-infused crystals from the stone god for six hours of 
research. They passed the balcony overlooking the library floor, taking the stairs 
down, and they were met by helpful ghosts prepared to locate information for them 
to review. 

Research 

Annonciade focused on the lore of the compound and its history. Søren focused on 
the lore of the founding of the Order of Plenty.  

It was generally known the Fallows Overlook was a massive temple, with an 
administrative center compound attached, built over a forge and a prison, over a 
mine. According to her research, Annonciade discovered the site was originally called 
The Full Moon, a mountain of power. Animistic shapeshifters ran the site, with an 
underwater convention center kind of hospitality complex off the coast, the Estuary 
Court.  

The Tyrok Clan of dwarves drove the Estuary Court back, and established a mine in 
the Full Moon mountain, because the massive tree at its peak (the Seashadow) was 
somehow infused with orichalcum. Orichalcum is a magical metal that is conducive to 
transmitting thought or motive energy, so it is used extensively in prosthesis and 
constructs.  

The dwarves could not control the powers they sought. In desperation, they turned 
to the Saints for assistance, and Saint Garisand, Patron of the Harvest, came to their 
rescue. He led his followers in mighty deeds and they saved the dwarves, who were 
so grateful they gifted the forge they had set up in the mines that followed the roots 
of the Seashadow tree to the Saint. Then the dwarves took their rich treasures and 
departed. 

While an attempt was made to put a temple within the Seashadow, there were 
complications. The whole tree was torn from the mountain and destroyed, and the 
temple built on the site. All that remained of the tree was a mighty staff, the Scepter 
of the Root and the Branch. 
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The King of the Estuary Court was a shapeshifter, and he was the Avatar of Lunestra’s 
lover. When the Estuary Court attempted to retake the mountain, Saint Garisand 
defeated them and captured their king, binding him by oath and power. The King of 
the Estuary Court was then used as bait, luring the avatar into a lethal trap, and she 
was destroyed.  

It seemed clear to the researchers that the Golden Spike that the shifterflesh captive 
under the Ice Cage requested was the Scepter of the Root and the Branch, 
foundation of the oaths that sealed him away. Annonciade recognized the Scepter, 
the Golden Spike, as a cypher object that was used to adjust the flavor and frequency 
of energy so it could be compatible with a different power set. The Scepter was likely 
the key that allowed the energy of the echo of the Seashadow tree that suffused this 
site to be repurposed to the Channel that the Templar enchantments used to power 
modern clerics. 

Library Tour 

Kestrel strolled around the library floor taking a look around; Calendel’s body 
remained at the Storehouse, and his consciousness rode with Illas in Kestrel’s 
shadow. The library was thick, protected with energy somehow, and traveling 
independently of someone’s shadow would be difficult in the dimensional space. 

They saw a lich with floating skull servitors and a half-corporeal balehound doing 
research. One area was custom built for dwarves, with short sturdy furniture. They 
also found a garden with pools, right there in the library, with the water-touched 
people (corrupted by the element of water and gifted with some control over it) 
spending time among the books. The library had ghosts, yes, and they were 
protected from the unbalancing energy surges of time by the strange energy field. 
There were also death knights in the background, waiting to be summoned; very few 
living guards were needed for this trove of priceless knowledge. 

A Bold Intrusion 

They left at midnight. Kestrel was inspired, and used his skill in costuming and design 
(as well as group treasure) to acquire some higher quality clothing so they could 
pretend to be pilgrims, and get into the temple to see the High Clerist treasure and 
locate the Scepter.  
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That night, the rage that Annonciade simmered in provided a connection through the 
First Sign. She burned with the Sign of Breaking, and knew what must be done to 
disconnect the Scepter from the Conduit. 

Calendel researched in his book of etiquette, and discovered secret passwords that 
would indicate they were high-level (discreet) pilgrims accorded special privileges for 
visiting the Saints’ temples. 

In the morning, they bought a mule and loaded up most of their gear and supplies 
(including Calendel’s bat), tasking Kurzol and Banks with taking them out of the city. 
The adventurers would catch up–probably at a sprinting pace.  

The adventurers timed their arrival at the temple to be right before the High Clerist 
was supposed to address the people on the mountainside before loading the army 
onto ships in the narrow sea access at the base of the mountain. When they arrived, 
the guards informed them the temple was closed. They used the passwords, and 
were grudgingly allowed in, assigned a guide who had taken a vow of silence. 
Calendel relentlessly pestered her with questions as they headed in to the Temple 
space, past the various guards. They had thirty minutes in the chamber. 

The High Clerist Throne Room 

They were left alone to worship; no living guards accompanied them, but there were 
many ranks of alcoves with big basalt statues, and joists in the dome overhead were 
studded with skulls, each one haunted. The dome was shaped, shaded, and 
decorated to resemble the dappling of tree cover, and strategic skylights let in shafts 
of sunlight. A balcony with no floor access extended out in a sweep, with the Throne 
of the High Clerist in the center of the vast space. 

Calendel jumped into Illas and let Kestrel and Søren drag his body to the circle of 
contemplation to pray. Annonciade used her stealth abilities with Illas and Calendel 
in her shadow, magically climbing the wall and taking her time to circle around to the 
back of the chamber. They passed the designated seating and magical items and 
weapons stored behind the throne, approaching the throne itself. Calendel sensed its 
secrets, and recoiled.  

The throne was coppery, shaped into a likeness of Death with crossed scythes 
seated, the High Clerist in its lap. What Calendel realized was the throne was an 
ossified fragment of the King of Estuary Court, still dimly aware and suffering, frozen 
into this shape and connected to the mass under the Ice Cage. Furthermore, there 
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was a secret compartment in the back, with catches to open it that matched where 
the Saint had gripped him and inflicted this cursed form upon him. Opening the back 
would reveal the Scepter of the Root and the Branch, and also–a chest that 
contained the gems ritualistically formed by tearing the life from the godslaves of an 
obliterated avatar. 

Grim, Annonciade opened the compartment, and she knew that there would be a 
cost to inflicting the Sign of Breaking on this connection. Gritting her teeth, she 
accepted the cost, and broke the bond. Tearing the staff out of the throne, she 
triggered the various supernatural defenses of the throne room. 

Racing for the edge of the balcony, she hooked the rope under her sash, and twirled 
over the edge. As she sailed down, Søren slid his staff away, pulling out the sleeve to 
cover the Scepter, so he entered with a staff and left with one without drawing 
comment. Calendel snapped back into his body, and the adventurers ran out the 
doors, chattering about a miracle, demanding that the guards bow down and 
acknowledge its majesty; they managed the deception, somewhat convincing as the 
whole chamber reverberated like a rung bell and the statues were stirring, ghosts 
stirring in the aether.  

Ducking out of immediate sight, they broke out to the exterior of the temple. 
Calendel and Kestrel could run along ridiculously narrow ledges, Annonciade had 
spider climbing magic, and Søren trusted to their good will and ropes connecting him 
to the others. They scaled the side of the building as the defenses roused, making 
good their escape. 
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Sessions Twenty Five Through Twenty Seven 

Into the Sea 
 
January 24, January 31, and February 7, 2020 (Reconstructed in June 2021, from 
incomplete memory.) 
 
Out of the Frying Pan 
 
Valdis renewed her acquaintance with an elf named Dayzee who herded shadow 
burricks on the mountainsides. As Søren, Valdis, Calendel, and Annonciade were 
escaping the Fallows Overlook, Valdis and Dayzee came to their rescue. The company 
mounted up on shadow burricks, bipedal lizards with iridescent black scales who 
breathed out fog as a weapon. They scrambled up the mountain, moving fast with 
sure feet, carrying the adventurers away from the spreading alarm in the Fallows 
Overlook. 
 
They traveled through the mountains as directly as they could, headed for the Ice 
Cage. A wyvern attacked and was swiftly slain. They avoided the lair of a spider big 
enough to hunt dragons, and they overnighted in a cave with ritual protection stones 
set up to repel the ghosts that swarmed in the mountains. 
 
The Murder Tree 
 
They discovered a strange shadowed tree, and Calendel was drawn to investigate its 
shadowed interior. He encountered a withered crone with blue skin. She was quite 
pleased to see him, and she offered him the ability to fly with wings made of shadow.  
 
In exchange, he would take a Sign, and post it in civilization. When it was found, if 
someone asked him, he would give directions to find the Murder Tree. That’s it, just 
simple instructions to help the Faithful find a way station on their long pilgrimage. 
Apparently the Faithful cut a deal with Silamos to get in here, and a Silamosin must 
carry the Sign to show the Way for all of this to work. 
 
Calendel agreed, and the Sign was burned onto his back. Now he could make shadow 
wings. Probably definitely worth it for sure! 
 
Into the Ice Cage 
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The adventurers may have been confronted by a rapid-deploying cadre of elite 
Funereals armed with specter support, and torn through them to get back to the Ice 
Cage.  
 
The adventurers parted ways with Dayzee and his burricks, climbing through the 
Moon Gate and re-entering the Ice Cage. They won through to the prison, battling 
through the bone guardians and dust guardians. Crossing the waters, they reached 
the wall of the prison.  
 
Free the Shifter King 
 
Søren hung back. Annonciade, Valdis, Kestrel, and Calendel took the Golden Spike to 
the shifterflesh and turned it over. The enraged shapeshifter broke the spike, 
releasing a shockwave that devastated the whole Ice Cage and surrounding 
countryside. Søren survived by merging with his owl familiar so he flew out through 
the Moon Gate guiding Swiftfell’s body.  
 
The other four adventurers were wrapped in the shifterflesh. Their bodies were 
basically destroyed, re-formed outside. The unused shifterflesh wilted as they 
regained consciousness, knowing that they must go to the Estuary Court to revive the 
essence of the King of the Estuary Court that they now embodied. This was the only 
way the King of the Estuary Court could escape the prison and return to his home.  
 
As Calendel formed out of the shifterflesh, he also filled out his two shadows (Illas 
and Buddy) so they had real bodies. The interaction of his fey essence and the 
shifterflesh allowed him to make a “shifterhive” so his former shadows and his body 
could merge and separate.  
 
All of the reborn adventurers adjusted their new bodies, gaining tailored advantages 
from the strange opportunity. They would be susceptible to silver, and when their 
bodies “cured” they would be stable with the advantages the adventurers chose. 
They would be vulnerable to silver now, also.  
 
Into Sandalprint 
 
Fortunately the adventurers sent Kurzol and Banks along the road, with a mule and 
Femur the bat and some of their heavy gear. The plan was to meet up with them and 
get on a ship, escaping the infuriated Order of Plenty and their elite Funereals. 
 
All the adventurers reunited, keeping a low profile and ducking the angry cleric 
forces. They made plans to head out to the Estuary Court. 
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The journey would be easier because Kurzol got a new ship as a gift of gratitude. On 
the road out from the Fallows Overlook, he assisted a pilgrim afflicted with illness. 
The pilgrim turned out to be a nobleman named Salivorah Dayla, who gave Kurzol a 
karvi longship (50’ x 12’ with a 30’ mast, 20 oars, 9’ rudder, anchor; red and gold sail.) 
Kurzol named the vessel “Seaglider.”  
 
Reaper in the Alleys 
 
The details are unclear, but the dark spectral force that Calendel noticed the last time 
he was in Sandalprint was attracted to the Waypoint symbol he bore. Calendel 
attacked it, and it withdrew, so he chased it. The specter retreated to a burial ground, 
and a cleric named Alyssa confronted it there. Calendel and Annonciade joined forces 
with Alyssa to battle the specter, destroying it. 
 
Calendel extracted a new shadow from the specter’s essence, naming it “Opportune.” 
The new shadow had a skull face in a hooded cloak.  Annonciade took the specter’s 
weapon, the Haunted Blade. 
 
Calendel persuaded Alyssa to join their band. Now the adventurers would attempt to 
undo the choke hold the Templar energies had on the world’s flow while traveling 
with a cleric powered by the Saints. 
 
Somewhere in this process they may have consulted the Traveling People, and Kestrel 
may have bribed them to secure their cooperation. 
 
To the Estuary Court 
 
As they sailed out towards where the Estuary Court was supposed to be, a warship 
from the Order of Plenty pursued. An artifact on the deck released shades, 
incorporeal undead, that flew to the Seaglider and harassed the adventurers. 
Calendel’s uncanny elven archery busted the artifact, freeing the bound shades; the 
warship broke off pursuit to deal with its own pressing issues as it was swarmed with 
ghosts. 
 
They reached the area where the Estuary Court was supposed to be, and the ship 
was caught up in a whirlpool. As they glided along the increasingly steep walls of 
water, they saw merfolk swimming rapidly in a circle, combining the motion with 
magic to create the maelstrom. They descended, and the surface of the sea closed 
over the bubble of air with their ship in it. 
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The merfolk gave them magical torc jewelry that allowed them to breathe 
underwater, with clips for the pets, and kept a minimal air bubble over the ship 
where it rested on the sea floor. The adventurers were escorted to the Estuary Court 
proper by the merfolk. 
 
The Horn of Proteax 
 
The steward of the court was a merman, and the court seemed to have degraded to 
a petty interest since losing the King. The steward knew what had to be done, as he 
recognized the shifterflesh. He blew the Horn of Proteax, which pulled the King of the 
Estuary Court’s essence out of the adventurers’ shifterflesh. He was weak and 
unsteady, newly formed and traumatized. Factions of merfolk had different reactions 
to his return. He promised the adventurers a boon each, but he needed to rest 
before settling up. 
 

Session Twenty Eight 

Under the Sea 
 
February 14, 2020 
 
A Leisurely Stay 
 
Annonciade, Valdis, Kestrel, Calendel, and their various pets and henchmen enjoyed 
some time in the Estuary Court. 

They heard a song about the dead demigoddess, Wyndolyn. Calendel and Kestrel 
enjoyed massages from merfolk. Annonciade spoke with the King, discovering 
merpeople were delicious to the scaly undersea folk known as sahaguin, who hunt 
using sharks as mounts.  

Søren wandered further afield, soaking in the ambience. He also experimented with 
spellcasting underwater and discovered he had a knack for it. He also left Kurzol on 
his own with the locals for a time (and granted him a level: what ability would he gain 
in this odd place? He got “Carousing.”) 

Visiting the Lightning Dome 

The merfolk let the site fall into disrepair, not visiting it for a long time. 
Superpredators moved in in the meantime, so the Estuary Court assigned them a 
guide to get them there as safely as possible before they went in. 
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Shaya, a mermaid, escorted them to the Lightning Dome where Wyndolyn was 
interred. They were accompanied by her pet jellyfish, Wet Sprocket, who jetted along 
on his leash. The adventurers were instructed to yell “coral!” to warn of walking 
swimming dead approaching, if that threat turned up. 

They quietly paddled along, staying out of sight of Malik, a 40 foot shark scarred by 
long decades of undersea battles. 

The Lightning Dome was a 3d coral maze, glowing with symbiotic life.  

They also saw the “Scourge of Majesty,” a four-headed sea dragon who was using the 
tomb as a nesting site. The irritable dragon was a serious threat; how could they get 
past it to enter the tomb itself? 
 
Time for Chatting 
 
The adventurers sent Calendel to distract the Scourge of Majesty with small talk. The 
charismatic elf engaged the suspicious sea dragon, deftly holding her attention. She 
nick-named him “Morsel.” The rest of the adventurers stealthed past to enter the 
tomb. 
 
While Calendel was discovering the Scourge of Majesty had laid eggs and was 
defending them, the adventurers entered the memorial hall nest. Murals of 
Wyndolyn’s life decorated the walls, and the nest egg was in the chamber. Within a 
column of clear water was a larger-than-life illusion of Wyndolyn. Within the illusion 
of Wyndolyn was a gauntlet, an artifact infused with her power that anchored the 
magical image. Annonciade suspected the tomb might also be a prison. 
 
Valdis boldly engaged the memory of the demi-goddess of lightning. Wyndolyn was 
furious that she was dead. The apparition of the dead demi-goddess said that she 
could possibly be revived if her artifact, the Stormclencher Gauntlet, was taken to her 
“hometown.” 
 
Quitting While Ahead 
 
Valdis claimed the left-hand gauntlet, pulling it out of the illusion (which winked out.) 
Valdis vowed that nothing would stop her from reviving Wyndolyn. 
 
As they withdrew, the egg cracked. 
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Calendel was impossibly successful in keeping the dragon’s attention without souring 
her mood. The dragon let them go, bemused at his charm. Shaya rejoined them as 
they left the area of the Lightning Dome, and they headed back to the Estuary Court. 
 
They returned, crossing over the ship graveyard infested with swimming undead. 
Valdis tried out the lightning from the gauntlet, and it worked well to propel her and 
strike at targets. She bonded with the Stormclencher; it could form energy weapons, 
propel her in short-range flight, and project bolts. 
 
Boons 
 
Each adventurer asked the King of the Estuary Court for a boon, as a giant crab gently 
fanned his recumbent form. The King would follow up, he needed some time to 
gather the resources to reward them. 
 
Calendel asked for the ability to take someone along with him when he moved 
through shadows. 
 
Søren wanted assistance joining a Tower Guild. The King asked him how he wanted 
to change the world, and he replied that he wanted magic that could battle the 
clerics. 
 
Kestrel asked for a ship. The King inquired, how do you want it to feel? Smooth. 
 
Valdis supported his request, asking for crew. For her, or for the ship? For the ship. 
 
Annonciade asked for a favor—but not a favor for her. A favor she could cash in on 
behalf of someone else, at a future time. 
 
The adventurers let the King get his rest and collect his treasures for them. 
 

Session Twenty Nine 

As You Wish 
 
February 21, 2020 
 
Vacation 
 
Annonciade, Valdis, Kestrel, Calendel, Søren, and their various pets and henchmen 
relaxed in the upside-down moon pool style guest quarters. They told stories of their 
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outing, and Alyssa was fascinated by the dragon tale. Søren and Valdis enjoyed some 
sharkipede tenders and wine. Søren prodded his familiar Shadowfell, who dropped 
his thick accent as he learned eloquence from the fey. 
 
Annonciade swam down, then up, discovering an entry like a moon-pool to the “back 
door of the world” guarded by what seemed like an old man. (Could this be a temple 
to Erishkigal?) 
 
Fun With Tattoos 
 
Calendel experimented with his shifterflesh and developed a multi-body being so he 
could merge with Buddy. They got magical tattoos of a spiral, on Buddy’s left 
shoulder and Calendel’s right shoulder. When merged, both tattoos would be visible. 
Since Buddy was a clone of Calendel, basically, the tattoos would also assure they 
could be correctly identified. The tattoos would also grow as the elves’ power grew. 
 
Calendel sparred with Opportune, teaching him how to strike. 
 
Alyssa got a tattoo of her holy symbol over her heart. She was enthused by the 
experience, and with Calendel’s encouragement, she started experimenting with the 
tools, so she could become a tattoo artist herself. In the meantime, the fey tattoos 
granted her unnatural vitality to survive certain death. 
 
Training Eternal 
 
Annonciade experimented with her shifterflesh, developing it into armor.  
 
Meanwhile, she encouraged Banks to fraternize with the locals, and they taught him 
how to hide as only the fey can. 
 
Søren’s Wine and Bleak Magic 
 
The King of the Estuary Court gave Søren a bottle of wine older than the Raverrian 
Empire, the price of admission for several of the Filestrian Towers.  
 
He also gave him the Scalathite Grimore, a horrible tome of Bleak Magic, illegal in the 
Raverrian Empire. The spells within were designed to battle clerics and their magic. 
Unsettled by the wicked book, Søren offered his wary thanks. 
 
Calendel Gets His Boon 
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Later, Annonciade followed Illas, who went exploring like a proper rogue. He opened 
a giant clam, or maybe climbed into a giant head statue,  and retrieved a massive 
chunk of warpstone, the size of a skull. He made defiant plans to do something 
irresponsible with it.  
 
The King of the Estuary Court stopped him, binding him to Calendel and turning him 
inside out, making Calendel capable of carrying a passenger into the shadow realm. 
In this way, Calendel’s boon was granted and the threat of the warpstone was 
neutralized. 
 
The Whalemersible 
 
The King of the Estuary Court summoned Kestrel and Valdis, and took them to the 
graveyard of shipwrecks. He called forth the skull of a massive whale. The titanskull 
was 20’ and the body was 80’ long, with a sleek and mirrored exterior. Spectral flesh 
wrapped around a spine and ribs. The craft could be summoned around the skull, 
which had a throne for its pilot that extended down from the ceiling. The 
whalemersible also had a haunting spectral horn call. 
 
For Valdis, the King connected 153 dimensional refugees to the titanskull to serve as 
the crew, commanded by the bonded captain or his designate. (Commitment to 
manipulate the crew, Cunning to operate the craft.) The peculiar glimmering 
creatures had much to learn about life forms on Prime. The King did not share 
context or back story on the odd and ephemeral crew. 
 
Kestrel bonded with the whalemersible as its captain and commander, and Valdis 
bonded with the refugee crew to command them. 
 

Session Thirty 

Return to Skullport 
 
February 28, 2020 
 
Return to Dive Bar 
 
The adventurers took their leave of the Estuary Court, and the King graciously 
allowed them to keep the torc jewelry and clips that enabled the adventurers and 
their pets to breathe underwater.  
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Mounting up in the whalemersible, with the Seaglider in its belly, the adventurers 
headed out. Before leaving the Crag List islands, the adventurers headed back to Dive 
Bar to talk to Chet.  
 
They ran across a patrol of seahaguin mounted on sharks, but quickly chased them 
off; Kestrel piloted the craft from the titanskull throne while Søren hurled magical 
attacks from one eye socket and Valdis threw lightning from the other. 
 
The whalemersible got them near the beach, and they stealthily exited the craft. A 
Funereal ship was anchored off the coast, guarding the port and keeping an eye out 
for the fugitive adventurers. 
 
Valdis led the troops on a merry chase, distracting them so Annonciade could sidle up 
to Chet.  
 
A Grim Tale 
 
Annonciade found Chet in a tub, aging and dying. Previously his death had been 
bound up in the shifterflesh in the Cage, but now that connection was broken. 
 
She asked him about the weird power dynamics around the island, and he told her 
more of the story than she had yet known. 
 
Saint Garisand came out to this area in response to the Saint Slayers, who had each 
killed one of the Saints personally. Somehow, he compelled them to defect, 
abandoning the Blood Kings and founding the Order of Plenty using their necromatic 
insights in service to the Templar. 
 
The Ice Cage was formed 275 years ago using the energy of the Saint Slayers, 
channeling their human sacrifices into the Spike to power up the Cage under Saint 
Garisand’s personal supervision. 
 
Without their most powerful leaders, the Blood Kings (liches all, bound to their ships) 
faced diminishing power. They were embarrassed that the Saint Slayers sold out to 
the Templar. Meanwhile, the Order of Plenty was embarrassed at the decline of the 
Blood Kings. The Order of Plenty does not crush the Blood Kings because they are 
useful combat training, and because were a situation to ever become truly dire they 
might side with their former kin as uneasy allies. 
 
The Refuge shelters the Innocents, who are the blood relatives in the lines of the 
Blood Kings and the Saint Slayers. Many rituals and objects require specific bloodlines 
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to activate, and unsettling rituals echo through their paternity so great potential 
necromancers are among the Innocents. If the situation became dire, the Innocents 
must be protected so all the generational curated blood magic is not lost. Even 
sacrificing those from certain bloodlines grants additional power to rituals, in a pinch. 
 
The Innocents are the last surviving relatives of the Blood Kings, their last ties to life 
in this world. Since they are carefully protected by death knights and other defenses, 
they were entrusted with protecting the Blood King burial site and artifacts as a 
neutral party. Such was the compromise worked out between the Order of Plenty 
and the Blood Kings. 
 
Now that the Spike was shattered, and the instrument of control fueling the Order of 
Plenty’s necromantic abilities, the truce with the Blood Kings was sure to break as 
well. The time of the Innocents may well be drawing to a close. Who knows what 
effects will ripple out of the broken Spike? 
 
The Sad Story of Wyndolyn 
 
Asked about Wyndolyn, Chet told a tale of how the demigoddess of the sea was an 
adventuresome sort, daughter of Proteax and Lunestra. She protected the Sailors of 
the Following Sea, assisting them in their quest to slay the Blood Kings. The liches 
summoned the Drifter (an aspect of Nuzagoth) to slay her.  
 
The remains of the Drifter were mixed with the twisted material of the Prisoner to 
form the Throne that contained the Spike. Could she be revived? Maybe. 
 
The adventurers withdrew from the beach, then from Crag’s List Isles altogether. This 
was expected to be the last time Annonciade saw Chet alive. 
 
Onward to Skullport 
 
The trip to Rovoko and the Desert Cage would take about a month from here, so the 
adventurers turned instead to Skullport because it was only 2 weeks away.  
 
Calendel had a dream where he was visited by the horrific hag that put the sign on 
him, urging him to post it somewhere soon 
 
Valdis experimented with forming an away team of the Refugees, scouting around 
the whalemersible. 
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Søren used the travel time to refine Shadowfell’s speech, trimming out the thick 
accent. 
 
The Wooden Pelican 
 
Upon returning to Skullport, they went to visit Pelican and found him in dire straits. 
He was transforming into wood, with bark and thorns on his skin every time he 
touched the ground. He was hiding in the rafters, almost dead. Apparently the 
Curators of the Root were druidic allies of the Blood Druid, and they did not take 
kindly to his role in the druid’s assassination. 
 
Alyssa tried to break his curse and failed. Then Annonciade tried to break the curse, 
and failed. For her second attempt, she got Søren to help with a ritual sacrifice of a 
pig and a giant vole, with Calendel reading his Book of Power for tips. They broke the 
curse, and Kestrel healed Pelican, who gratefully sank into bed to get some much-
needed rest.  
 
An Elf on the Town 
 
Happy to be back in civilization, the adventurers spent some money and time 
relaxing and enjoying themselves. Annonciade showed Banks around, and the 
stimulating city blew his mind and gave him +1 Daring. 
 
Calendel went carousing with Opportune, Buddy, and Alyssa. The cleric was 
enthralled by the energy and bustle of the city, even the ogre bouncer who was 
authorized to eat misbehaving drunks. The elf got her thoroughly blackout drunk. 
Calendel developed Opportune’s ability to form dark matter. 
 
Then Calendel visited the Oubliette’s Hospitality Corridor to meet up with Janarra. 
The Silamosans had a threesome (involving Buddy) then shared pillow talk. Calendel 
told Janarra where he was from, and she explained she washed up on shore in 
Skullport with no memory ten years ago. (She did not seem to be aging and dying, 
though she was presumably made of the same shifterflesh as Chet.) 
 
Pick a Tower 
 
Søren checked out a number of wizard Towers, and chose the Flameblade of Toral. 
They had a reputation for being pyros, diviners, and treasure hunters.  He 
determined to take the Tests, and join them. 
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Session Thirty One 

A Week Apart 
 
March 6, 2020 
 
The adventurers took a week off, each pursuing their individual interests in Skullport. 
 
Annonciade 
 
She picked up the criminal nickname “Clipper” as she dug into the rogue scholar 
community, locating maps and lore on the Desert Cage and Rovoko. She discovered 
the Desert Cage was purported to contain the remnants of Zeen. The area was 
controlled by the Thri Kreen, insectoid centaur types who were anthrophagous and 
famous slavers.   
 
Annonciade also inquired into what happened in Skullport’s “Ruined District” that 
ruined it so badly. Apparently, 85 years ago there was an attempt to kill the First 
Saint. The immortal survived the attack, even though it wrecked a large swathe of 
the city, and he hasn’t been seen since. 
 
Calendel 
 
He picked up the criminal nickname “Curly” (for the horns) as he showed his branded 
Waypoint symbol around the shady cultist community. A blind medium with the 
same blue skin as the Egg touched the symbol, and once she became aware of it, the 
symbol faded over the next few days and Calendel was free of it. 
 
Calendel worked with Buddy, toughening him up. He also provided some background 
protection as Alyssa enthusiastically explored the tattoo community in Skullport, 
learning the trade and getting a tattoo of a dark angel on her right calf, with a robe 
and wings and a sword. (Maybe it represents Calendel?) 
 
He also spent a lot of time in the Oubliette, and in between romps with Janarra, he 
explored some of the illegal magical items in the underground bazaar. In one of the 
secret murder warren cults, he purchased a bullseye lantern enchanted to hold a chip 
of genuine Halfling-crafted darkflame. 
 
Kestrel 
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He picked up the criminal nickname “Goose” (as in the golden goose, because 
working with him gets you paid.) He earned 1,000 gold in a week. He outwitted a 
pack of 3 sewer dumplings.  
 
He made friends with local crime bosses and their agents, arranging a contingency 
plan in case he ever has to disappear into the Knotswarren. His activities were 
somewhat destabilizing to the local criminal scene as he made a violent splash. 
 
Søren 
 
The wizard met with Sleeves, a wizard with arrowhead-shaped fist daggers worked 
into his sleeves. Sleeves became his contact with the Flameblade of Toral. Søren 
gifted them with the ancient bottle of wine, and took the tests, passing every one. He 
earned the title of Arcanist and received the Staff of the West Tower. He bonded 
with it. 
 
He was gifted with an enchanted greave sleeve and a massive scroll with eight 
upgrades to the Communicate spell. He shaved his head and got his ear pierced. With 
access to the Tower library, he began researching blasting magic. 
 
The Flameblade of Toral had about 50 members, with about 12 in town at any time. 
Søren got started networking. 
 
Valdis 
 
She picked up the criminal nickname “Nibbler” to conceal her identity as she tracked 
down the Actuarialists, scholars who track the signs and activities of the gods. She 
paid them for lore on Wyndolyn. 
 
The demigoddess was from the Port of Lavar, on the Isle of Bamoria. She was based 
out of the Pale Tower, famed for several artifacts. The Harp of Breezes, the Star of 
Storms. Valdis got a copy of the Book of Breezes, which had songs inspired by the 
Harp to sing as hymns (some of which were generally popular.) Valdis began to 
familiarize herself with the worship and lore practices of Wyndolyn’s followers. 
 
The people of Bamoria are known to hail the Dreaming God, and Those Beyond. 
 
Working for the Weekend 
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The adventurers reconvened at Pelican’s warehouse for a great supper cooked by 
Pelican’s Halflings. They decided their next move would be to go to the Isle of 
Bamoria. 
 
They prepared for their expedition. Valdis bought a Ring of Darkvision, going 
shopping with Kurzol as a bonding experience. She also spent some time training 
Ohmsa, toughening the little lizard up. Søren borrowed a Ring of Darkvision from the 
Tower with the understanding he’d return something of equal or greater value. 
 
Calendel kindled the darkflame in his lantern while also deepening Opportune’s 
capacity to carry gear. Annonciade took Banks out on the town, and the 
overwhelmed young man got into the swing of things a little better, increasing his 
Daring. 
 
Kestrel focused on acquiring more mundane supplies for the trip.  
 
 

Session Thirty Two 

The Webwaft Duel 
 
June 25, 2021 (Happy birthday Kristy!) 
 
The Challenge 
 
All five scoundrels and their entourage were gathered around a stone coffin in the 
tomb under Pelican’s warehouse that he used as a dining room. Søren returned from 
purchasing a suit of dwarven chainmail for Kurzol, but didn’t give it to him right away 
as the henchman was bleary with drink. 
 
Pelican arrived to inform Kestrel that Lady Blerax, a spider priestess, challenged him 
to a duel. She had her various criminal plans, and his rampage the week before 
disrupted them to the point where she demanded satisfaction.  
 
Kirkvenn, leader of the Ravens, would assure fairness and officiate the duel, and he 
sent Pelican to inform Kestrel and warn him of heightened security until the duel was 
over. Kestrel was unconcerned, and chose Annonciade as his second. They would 
meet midday to work out terms of the duel. 
 
Meet in the Dark 
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Calendel and Buddy went out to buy arrows from the Death Shaft, then go to the 
Oubliette to overnight with Gennara. They arrived at the Death Shaft to find it was 
closed, and they had a chat with each other about theft, creeping, stalking, and 
boundaries. Then they found their way to the Oubliette for the night, and Gennara 
sent a runner out to buy them obsidian-tipped arrows. 
 
The next morning, Gennara tried out a new messenger service using clever 
armadillos scuttling through the streets, to communicate with Pelican’s base and find 
out when the meet was. The messenger service was ineffective, so Calendel barely 
caught up to them as they met in the Underfountain Pass to discuss terms. 
 
Terms of the Duel 
 
Blaisevenn ran the meet between Lady Blerax and Kestrel. She put on airs and 
flounced her silks, and Kestrel agreed to the parameters. The loser of the duel would 
be banished from Knotswarren or suffer a death mark, and the winner would gain 
the deed to the Flaming Skull Tavern. (Apparently Kestrel’s criminal efforts disrupted 
her scheme to acquire it, and the deed was indirectly Blaisevenn’s, so it pleased her 
that Blaisevenn would lose it to one of them to pay off a favor to her.) 
 
The rules on poisons and magic were sketchy, but Kestrel was unconcerned, even 
knowing she could select a champion to fight him. They set the time for that night, in 
the Webwaft (a silk-shrouded series of rooftops nearby), and the victory condition. 
The first one to fall from the Webwaft (or die) lost. They headed off to lunch. 
 
Lunch and Secrets 
 
Kestrel, Calendel, and Annonciade went to the Mermaid Gristle for a gluey meal.  
 
While there, they saw strange distortions like condensation, emanating from a 
shadowy figure. Annonciade met Dabramas, an experienced balance actor. He heard 
she was asking questions about Rovoko, and he tried to break in 22 years ago. He 
told her the only way in was to gain rank and permission in the Order of Purifiers—or 
to use a signet passkey from one of the three families that sealed the site.  
 
Two of the passkeys were in the Purifiers’ vaults, but the third was lost to a curse. 
Lord Seth Maxoul and his ancestral seat were stricken from Prime by a Zomokite 
curse long ago. Dabramas told her the cursed site was on the Isle of Bamoria. He 
gave her a Seeking Sign to find the signet passkey, and a Homing Sign to find her way 
back out of the curse where it was located. The Signs looked like tattoos on the back 
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of her hands. He made them himself, based on lore and materials he uncovered in his 
own effort to breach Rovoko.  
 
They finished their lunch and departed, armed with fresh information on their quest. 
 
Lunch at the Whistlestaff 
 
Søren and Valdis went to the Whistlestaff, an exclusive Tower Guild restaurant, to 
lunch with Sleeves. Passing the animated armor bouncers to enjoy the luxurious 
interior, they had delicious osquip and magical dessert.  
 
Søren asked about spell research to discover a way to cast Communicate on others, 
and Sleeves recommended he speak with Kaydaviss, the curator of the Dolson Tower 
Librarium. The Librarium was a site for magical research, and with the curator’s 
assistance, previous work on experimental magic might be found. Apparently 
Kaydaviss was going through a rough patch, however.  
 
Søren also asked for a preventative antidote to bolster Kestrel’s system in case of 
poison or venom during the match. Sleeves agreed to find some and send it over 
before the duel. 
 
Shopping and Snooping 
 
Overall, the adventurers equipped themselves over the day before and the 
afternoon. Valdis got a bastard sword, Søren got a book of elven poetry for his owl, 
and Kestrel got a flamboyant hat with a pheasant feather ideal for flourishing. Søren 
also gave Calendel the wand of mirror image. 
 
Annonciade checked around with some criminal contacts, to find out more about 
what they were up against. Apparently Lady Blerax was a chaotic bit player who was 
either a bit of a mess and no real threat, or a complex strategist with inscrutable 
workings. She was likely to tap Droth, a boar-headed tough guy who had been on 
both sides of the slave trade, as her champion. Betting was brisk at 1:1 due to the 
many unknowns of the duel. 
 
The Duel 
 
At dusk, Kestrel downed the anti-venom from Sleeves (just in case) and he was ready 
for the fight. The adventurers were the center of a processional through the streets 
to the Webwaft, escorted by torch-bearing Ravens, with no city guard in sight. They 
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ascended to the silk-draped dueling ground, studded with egg sacs and stage 
hazards. 
 
Calendel proved to be a highly effective hype man for Kestrel, whipping up the crowd 
to win them over from cheering the brute to yelling for Kestrel.  
 
Droth was massive, with rectangular glasses and cloven hooves. He was armed with a 
giant club studded with teeth, against Kestrel’s paired blades. Kestrel threw his hat to 
the adoring crowd and the duelists charged each other. Kestrel quickly cut the 
boarman with penetrating damage, and he managed to outmaneuver the big 
opponent to hurl him to the edge of the arena. Droth caught the ledge, holding on, 
but Kestrel intimidated him so he let go. Kestrel was the victor, and while Droth was 
badly hurt, he would survive. 
 
With a dramatic flourish, the newly-exiled Lady Blerax huffed off. 
 
Celebration 
 
The adventurers did not party with abandon. Kestrel caroused with his new fans, but 
the others had a few polite drinks then attended business elsewhere. 
 
Calendel returned to Gennara. (Calendel leveled her up.) Annonciade brought Banks 
up to speed, in an attempt to prepare him for the coming adventure. (Annonciade 
leveled him up.)  
 
Time to load the supplies into the whalemersible and head out for the Isle of 
Bamoria. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


